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Moroz named visiting scholar at Harvard University
Greeted at airport by Boston Ukrainians,
Cambridge proclaims May 9 "Moroz Day'
Story and photos by ihor Dlaboha
letter requesting him to accept a posi–
Moroz, the recently released Ukrainian tion at Harvard University in 1974.
"Your outstanding qualifications and
political prisoner and a leading spokesman of the nationalrightsmovement in contributions in the area of Ukrainian
Ukraine, has accepted the position of history have been brought to our atten–
visiting scholar at Harvard University. tion. Therefore, on behalf of the univer–
During a visit to Harvard University sity, 1 would like to take this oppor–
and the Harvard Ukrainian Research tunity to invite you and your family to
institute on May 8, Mr. Moroz con- spend the academic year 1975-1976 at
firmed that he has "gladly accepted the Harvard," wrote Dr. Bokfiveyears ago.
The decision to invite Mr. Moroz to
position offered by Harvard Univer–
Harvard was based on a proposal by the
sity."
Mr. Moroz, who was accompanied to university's board of trustees.
"Personally, 1 am sure that both the
Cambridge from New York by Borys
Potapenko of the UCCA, met with institute (HUR1) and the university will
Prof. Omeljan Pritsak, director of profit greatly by your presence," wrote
HUR1 and the Mykhailo Hrushevsky Dr. Bok.
professor of history at Harvard, Prof,
The invitation was renewed by Dr.
ihor Shevchenko, associate director of
HUR1; president of Harvard Univer– Bok each year since 1975.
A person closely affiliated with
sity. Dr. Derek Bok; and marshal of
HUR1 said that it took a great effort
Harvard University, W.G. Anderson.
then
to convince Harvard officials to
Before being whisked off to the ivy
halls of Harvard, an institutionMr. invite a political prisoner from the So–
Moroz frequently described as the viet Union to accept a position at the
"intellectual center of the United States, university, and, he continued, it took an
the 43-year-old Ukrainian historian was even greater effort to persuade the
greeted at Logan airport at approxim– Harvard officials to renew their invita–
ately 9:30 a.m. by representatives of the tions each subsequent year.
Mr. Moroz is scheduled to begin valentyn Moroz contemplates his future as he stands before the statue of John
local UCCA branch and the Ukrainian
American community.
Harvard, the founder of the university.
(Continued on page 8)
With a scene reminiscent of welcom–
ings in New York City, Philadelphia,
South Bound Brook and Jersey. City,
Mr. Moroz was ladden down with
bouquets of flowers from teary-eyed
Boston Ukrainians. Hand snakes, and
more tears and flowers followed before
Mr. Moroz departed from the airport.
Officially greeting Mr. Moroz in
Boston were Konrad Husak, president
of the UCCA branch: and Orest Szcz–
udluk. vice-president, and representa–
tives of local youth and civic groups.
Mr. Moroz thanked the community
for its warm greetings, saying that
words are not enough to express what
he feels for Ukrainians in the free world.
Mr. Moroz said that it is a reward for
him to be able to now openly wear the
Ukrainian "tryzub" after so many years
of "living with the colors which were
forbidden." Saying that he is proud to
wear the national emblem of a free
Ukraine, Mr. Moroz leaned over to the
Ukrainan flag and kissed it.
Never at a loss for words. Mr. Moroz
remarked, when he was greeted by local
Ukrainian girls, that "in Boston Ukrai–
nian girls are also beautiful."
Following the airport reception. Mr.
Moroz was taken by Prof. Pritsak to the
office of Marshal Anderson for an
official welcome to Harvard.
After an emotional greeting at Logan Airport in Boston, Mass., on May 8, valentyn Moroz poses with officers of the local
Dr. Bok originally sent Mr. Moroz a
UCCA branch and Boston Ukrainians.

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - valentyn

Moroz's remarks get wide coverage in U.S. newspapers
The New York Times

Chicago Tribune

Union and would encourage others to
speak out "because it decreases their
chances of being thrown behind bars."
The human rights campaigns in the
United States and in other Western
countries are "obviously having tre–
mendous success in pressuring Mos–
cow" to release political prisoners, Mr.
Moroz said at a news conference here
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - With this sponsored by the Ukrainian National
right leg twitching nervously, valentyn Association.
Moroz described today how he survived
Two weeks before his release, when
14 years in Soviet prisons for advo– he was unaware of his imminent free–
cating Ukrainian independence, it was dom, Mr. Moroz said he was told by an
a time, he said, of forced feelings, official of the KGB, the Soviet secret
beatings, solitary confinement for police, that many more dissidents were
months in freezinb cells and, finally, an to be released soon "in light of the
attempt by the authorities to have him Olympic Games" to be held next year in
declared insane.
Moscow.
Speaking in Ukrainian through an
Mr. Moroz, one of five political
prisoners released by the Soviet Union interpreter, Mr. Moroz said that Wes–
last Friday in exchange for two Soviet tera nations underestimate the
employees of the United Nations who strength of movements in Ukraine and
were found guilty of espionage in the in the Baltic states — Estonia, Latvia
United States, said he owed his survival and Lithuania — for separation. Al–
to his belief in Ukrainian independence though he acknowledged that reliable
and in God. "To be able to endure statistics were impossible to obtain, he
prison life in the Soviet Union you must estimated that SO percent of Soviet
be a strong personality and know what political prisoners were Ukrainian.
you want — 1 want an independent
Describing himself as "a Ukrainian
Ukraine," the 43-year-old history tea– nationalist and a traditionalist conser–
cher explained.
vative," he said that as a youth he was a
. He said the exchange of prisoners member of the Young Communist
would be a boon to thousands of League in Ukraine and then graduated
(Conliuntd on page 13)
dissidents imprisoned in the Soviet

The article below was written by newspapers, 1 did not realize what 1 had
Carol. Oppenheim. who interviewed become."
Mr. Moroz is one of the five dissi–
Yalentyn Moroz at the UNA building
on Wednesday. May 2. Her story and dents freed by the Kremlin nine days
the accompanying sidebar summarizing ago in exchange for two convicted
Ukrainian history appeared in the Russian spies. His crimes were to speak
Sunday. May, 6. edition of the Chicago out against the Russification of his
Tribune. (Reprinted courtesy of the native Ukraine and to hope for restora–
tion of his country's independence.
Chicago Tribune.)
He once wrote, "Ukraine hungers for
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - The mus– those who renounce nothing and make
tache valentyn Moroz was forced to excuses before no one." The statement
shave off in the Soviet labor camp has has become a motto for the Ukrainian
begun to grow again. He has a watch to National Association here.
tell time by, two pens to write with and a
Mr. Moroz was first arrested in the
job offer from Harvard University.
But the 43-year-old historian has yet 1965 Soviet crackdown on Ukrainian
intellectuals.
He was charged with antito shed either the brown, single-button
suit given him by his warders when they Soviet agitation and propaganda for
stripped him of his prison garb and his possessing samizdat literature and
citizenship or the gaunt, haunted look foreign journals. He was sentenced to
four years at hard labor.
of men punished for their ideas.
Nine months after his parole, he was
The euphoria of freedom is too new
to overcome the nightmare of 14 years arrested again on the same charge for
essays
he had written urging his coun–
of bars and barbed wire.
"The best ad for a Soviet camp is the trymen to retain their cultural heritage.
way 1 look," Mr. Moroz said. "Before, He was sentenced to six years in the
as a hobby, 1 did weightlifting. Do you KGB's viadimir Prison in Moscow,
three years in a special camp for recidi–
think 1 could lift weights now?
"Until 1 saw my picture in your
(Continned on page 8)

The article below appeared on page
one of the Tuesday. May 1 edition of
The New York Times, it was written by
Sejwyn Raab. who attended the
Monday. April 30, press conference at
the UNA building. (Copyright 1979 by
The New York Tunes Co. Reprinted by
permission)

Jersey Journal
The article below by Robert Larkins
appeared in the Thursday, May 3,
edition of the Jersey Journal. Mr.
Larkins interviewed valentyn Moroz
on Wednesday. May 2, at the UNA
building. (Reprinted by permission.)
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - The desire
for independence by national groups in
the Soviet Union, not agitation for
democracy, will be the force that will
"undermine" the Soviet "empire,"
Ukrainian dissident valentyn Moroz
said yesterday.
Mr. Moroz, one of five dissidents sent
to the United States by the Soviet Union
last Friday in exchange for two Soviet
spies, spoke to reporters through an
interpreter at the Ukrainian National
Association office in Jersey City.
He said Ukrainian'spirit has not been
broken.despite 60 years of domination
by the Russians, and he's confident it
will eventually win out.
"There are various ways the Ukraini–
an spirit comes to the fore," he said. "By
cultural expression, traditions, customs
and most importantly the feeling of
national consciousness.
"it is extremely important, and it
would be of benefit to the United States
and the West in that by helping Ukraini–
an and other nationalist movements in
the Soviet Union it will be helping itself.
"China is too weak (to start a nuclear
war). The West is too civilized, it can
only be done by the Kremlin regime.
"The number one task for the free
world is to abet the processes which
undermine the power of the empire
which is Moscow.
"With all due respect to Russian
democratic dissidence, its influence and
its role in this respect israthersuperfi–
ciaL–
Ukrainians oppose the regime in
many ways, although outright opposi–
tion is illegal. He said some set their
watches at London time; some attend

The Washington Post
The article below was written by Lee
Lescaze of The Washington Post, it
appeared in that newspaper's Saturday.
May 5, edition. Mr. Lescaze interview–
ed valentyn Moroz on Wednesday,
May 2. at the UNA building. (Reprinted
by permission of The Washington
Post.)

— as it almost never has been in modern
history.
Freedom, Mr. Moroz said in an
interview at the Ukrainian National
Association's
15-story office building in
the services of the Ukrainian Catholic
Jersey City, makes noticeable differ–
Church, that has been forbidden since
ences in people. "Even in myfirstfew
1945, and there are fights between
days 1 have noticed that a Ukrainian
Ukrainian and Russian students.
here is two stories taller than a Ukraini–
Specific foreign policy measures to
an in Ukraine," Mr. Moroz said.
JERSEY.
C1TY,
N.J.
valentyn
help the nationalist dissidents, Mr.
Ukraine is, in the words of Ukrainian
Moroz said, he will leave up to Presi– Moroz, just arrived from the Mordovi–
dent Jimmy Carter and other officials. an labor, camp of the Gulag Archipela– Americans, a forgotten nation. Like
What's important is to gain a better go, introduced himself to the United Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Ukraine is
understanding of the Ukrainian situa– States with the words: "1 beg^ you not much talked of in the West where
not to call me a Russian dissident...І am talk of an independent Ukrainian
tion.
nation sounds like a pipe dream.
"it is still difficult for those in the a Ukrainian dissident."
"The West should gain a better
The caution was hardly necessary for
West to understand that Ukraine is not
Russian," Mr. Moroz said, "it is a 50- the Ukrainian American community understanding," Mr. Moroz said level–
million person nation with very strong which erupted with joy at the arrival of a ly. "People in the United States have
man whose writings and whose un– trouble understanding that Ukraine is
explosive potential."
More than a third of the people of yielding dedication to Ukrainian na– not Russian."
Ukraine know no Russian, he said, and tionalism have made him perhaps its
if Ukraine were independent it would
some of the children of Russians sent as most prominent symbol.
be the largest nation in Europe, with
officials to Ukraine have grown up with
"Ukraine hungers for those who 232,000 square miles, it would be
Ukrainian rather than Russian as their renounce nothing and make excuses Europe's fifth most populous nation
language.
before ho one," Mr. Moroz wrote. He with about 50 million people. But
it's not a question of whether the declines to call himself a leader of Ukraine has not been independent since
Ukrainians will succeed in gaining Ukrainian opposition to Russian con– the 18th century except for less than
trol of Ukraine, but Mr. Moroz, 43, has three years during the turbulent colindependence, he said.
і
made no excuses, has backed off not an lapse of the Tsarist Empire — a period
"it's a question of time," he said.
The Ukrainian nationalist movement inch from his determination that that ended when the Soviet Red army
(Continued on page 16)
is definitely an anti-Communist one, he Ukraine must be free and independent
said.
"The desire for private property and
anti-collectivism," he said, "in the
Ukrainian mentality is all too evident
throughout the history of the Ukrainian
тардімсмгми ЩОАІМНИК
^fggf
U l l l l t l U 0 t І 1Y
people."
FOUNDED 1893
He estimated that half the political
Ukrainian
newspaper
published
by
ihe
Ukrainian
Naiional
Associaiion, inc., at 30 Montgomery
prisoners in the Soviet Union are
Street. Jersey City, N.J. 07302. daily except Mondays and holidays.
Ukrainian, but also mentioned the
"courageous" prisoners from Latvia,
Svoboda
TELEPHONES:
U N A
Estonia and Lithuania.
(201)434-0237
(201)451-2200
He spent a total of more than 13 years
(201)434-0807
from New York (212) 227-5250
in Soviet prisons. He said he was beaten
from New York (212)227-4125
(212)227-5251
by a Russian major for trying to hold
onto some notebooks, stabbed by a
Subscription rates for THE UKRA1N1AN WEEKLY
criminally insane cellmate, drugged to
S6.00 per year
UNA Members
reduce his resistance and held for days
І2.50per year
in solitary confinement and unable to
sleep because of temperatures 30 de–
THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
Editors: lhor Dlaboha
P.O. Box 346, Jersey City. N.J. 07J03
grees below-zero.
Roma Sochan-Hadzewycz
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(Coaiinoed on page 13)

University atmosphere makes Moroz "feel at home"
Pledges to continue efforts to liberate Ukrainian scholarship
CAMBR1DGE, Mass. - Thanking
Harvard University for inviting him to
be a visiting scholar, Yalentyn Moroz
said at a press conference here at
Holyoake Center on May 8 that the
u n i v e r s i t y atmosphere that he h a s
experienced at America's oldest univer–
sity makes him "feel at h o m e "
"1 am glad to be able to work at
Harvard." declared Mr. Moroz during
his first press conference here. "1 am
sure that the status of Harvard contri–
buted to my release."
Mr. Moroz spoke in Ukrainian with
English translations by Prof. George
Grabowicz.
Reiterating that for him America is a
"terra incognita," the Ukrainian nation–
al rights activist-historian said that at
Harvard he will be a student ind not a
teacher.
"After the hustle and bustle of New
York City, the university atmosphere of
Harvard makes me feel very comfortable," he said, adding that when he was
at University .Hall he felt as though he
was back at the University of Lviv.
Turning somber, Mr. Moroz said: "1
am saddened that you have here free–
doms which we still have to fight for."
"1 must continue to do whatever 1 can
to see to it that Ukrainian scholarship is
given the same opportunities," said Mr.
Moroz.
Re-emphasizing many of the points
which he has made since his arrival in
the United States on April 27 - the
Ukrainian independence m o v e m e n t ^
physical and mental torture in the penal
facilities, the writings he left behind, the
extent of o p p o s i t i o n in the S o v i e t
U n i o n , and c o o p e r a t i o n a m o n g the
various dissident movements — Mr.
Moroz also told Boston reporters that
nationalism is not an evil.
"Nationalism is not nazism. nation–
alism is patriotism," said Mr. Moroz,
explaining that Moscow has created in
the West a negative stereotype image of
nationalism.
"That is a great lie," he said.
Mr. M o r o z said that Ukrainian
nationalists were not Nazi collabor–
ators. He said that Stepan Bandera's
two brothers died in Auschwitz and
now the Soviet regime is accusing
Ukrainian nationalists of being Nazi
collaborators.
"The Communists should look for
Nazis in their own party," said Mr.
Moroz.
Mr. Moroz, answering a question
about his eventual return to Ukraine,
"saMlTfaThe would not return, unless it is^
with those "who are in uniforms, those
who will be liberating Kiev."
Mr. Moroz has on numerous occa–
sions displayed his affection for Ukrai–
nian youths and his gratitude to youths
who protested on his behalf. He again
expressed his conviction that the future
of Ukraine is in its youths.

(l.D.)
valentyn Moroz answers questions during his first press conference at Harvard University. Seated, left to right, are Profs.
Gregory Grabowicz, Adam Ulam and Omeljan Pritsak, Mr. Moroz and Prof, ihor Shevchenko.
"The future of Ukraine is in th?
youths who are organized in groups
such as Plast and the Ukrainian Youth
Association (SUM)," he said.
Clarifying his position on the libera–
tion of Kiev, Mr. Moroz said that
currently there are two tendencies in

Ukraine — the oppositionist movement
and Russification.
"The growth of these tendencies will
lead to interesting developments in the
1980s," he said, venturing to add that "it
will explode."
Mr. Moroz. said that he is not sure

whether or not the movement
in
Ukraine will take on forms similar to
t h o s e used in C z c c h o - S l o v a k i a o,r
Hungary, but he is sure that Moscow
will "not agree to independence for
Ukraine." He said that the empire can
(Continued on page S)

Moroz calls for coordinated actions
in defense of Ukrainian political prisoners
NEW YORK, N.Y. - The necessity
of strong, coordinated actions in de–
fense o f other Ukrainian political
prisoners was stressed by v a l e n t y n
Moroz at a press conference here at the
U k r a i n i a n C o n g r e s s C o m m i t t e e of
America headquarters on M o n d a y ,
May 7.
Some 60 representatives of Ukrainian
newspapers, magazines, bulletins and
other publications attended the press
conference organized by the UCCA
Executive "Board. The conference was
opened by ivan Bazarko, UCCA ad–
ministrative director, and conducted by
Dr. Walter Dushnyck, editor of The
Ukrainian Quarterly.
Mr. Moroz expressed his happiness
at being able to meet with the Ukrainian
press and noted with pleasure the
presence of a correspondent of a Byelo–
russian newspaper, saying he was never
indifferent to Byelorussian matters.
Mr. Moroz asked the correspondents
present to spread news about the rally of
Ukrainian youths and community
members"scheduled for Saturday, May
12, at Bryant Park in New York City.
Mr. Moroz also announced that he is
now under the patronage of the UCCA,
which unites all Ukrainian organiza–
t i o n s , a n d said t h a t all his p u b l i c
appearances and meetings would now
be coordinated by that body. Before
May 7 Mr. Moroz had been under the

UCCA assumes care of Moroz
NEW YORK, N.Y. - As of Monday, May 7, the Ukrainian Congress
Committee of America has assumed all responsibility for the care of valentyn
M o r o z . Mr. M o r o z himself a n n o u n c e d this to representatives of the
Ukrainian press at a press conference held in the UCCA headquarters on May
7. The announcement was verified by lvan Bazarko, UCCA administrative
director, who also noted that up to that date, Mr. Moroz had been under the
patronage of the Ukrainian National Association which works within the
UCCA system, and. in particular, under the care of UNA Supreme President
Dr. J o h n O. Flis who was given this responsibility by the U.S. State
D e p a r t m e n t . All c o r r e s p o n d e n c e to Mr. M o r o z from individuals and
community organizations should be sent to the UCCA office at the following
address: valentyn Moroz, c, о Ukrainian Congress Committee of America.
203 Second Ave., New York. N.Y. 10003.
, ,
,

care of the Ukrainian National Associ–
' There is no doubt, according to
ation.
Mr. Moroz, that the administrations of
Mr. Moroz then replied to questions concentration camps try to disunite the
posed by the press. Below are his' pc-iitieal prisoners; to incite anfagon–
c o m m e n t s on s o m e of the matters isms and divide them into factions.
However, he said, there is good cooper–
raised.
ш
in regard to his literary works, Mr. ation among the enslaved nations of the
Moroz said that he is working on them USSR, especially among the Ukraini–
but that there is little time right now. He ans and Jews, Lithuanians, Byelorussi–
said he would like to use his writings to ans and Georgians.
ф
bring about a consolidation of Ukraini–
МаіІ seldom reaches the concentra–
ans and to publicize the Ukrainian tion c a m p s from abroad, said Mr.
cause in the free world. Mr. Moroz said Moroz. Protests against this should be
that his wife Raisa had told him (during made known to the Western govern–
a telephone conversation on Saturday, ments.
ф
Mat S) that she made it clear to an
The Ukrainian language is a very
American consul in Kiev that she would important factor for the preservation of
not leave the USSR without her hus– the Ukrainian identity, but it is not
band's notebooks.
(Continued on page 7)

Moroz meets UCCA officers
NEW YORK. N.Y. valentyn
Moroz^met with members of the UCCA
Executive Board and National Council
here at the Ukrainian Congress Com–
m i t t e e of A m e r i c a h e a d q u a r t e r s on
Sunday, May 6.
Speaking
at the gathering,
Mr.
Moroz thanked the Ukrainian com–
munity for its support during his hunger
strike and imprisonment and urged the
community to continue and intensify its
work for the Ukrainian cause and the
release of Yuriy Shukhevych. Lcvko
Lukianenko, Mykola Rudenko, Ууаcheslav Chornovil and others.
lvan Bazarko. administrative direc–
toi of the UCCA. greeted Mr. Moroz at
the entrance to the conference room in
the UCCA headquarters with thctradi–
tional bread and salt. Mr. Bazarko
emphasized the Ukrainian community's
great joy about the fact that Mr. Moroz
w a s r e l e a s e d , t h a t he is well b o t h
spiritually and physically, and that he
has expressed his readiness to work
together with the community for the
independence of Ukraine and in defense
of Ukrainian political prisoners.
M r . M o r o z was a l s o ' g r e e t e d b y
youths bearing flowers: Tania Hirniak.

and Christine Holowinsky (on behalf of
the UCCA and all Ukrainian children),
Sophia Zielyk, Christine Chcrvoniak
and Yurko Pasternak (New York City
Plast b r a n c h ) a n d C h r i s t i n e F u r d a
Twerdowsky (Ukrainians of Colorado).
in his brief address. UCCA President
Dr. Lev E. D o b r i a n s k y e x t e n d e d a
welcome to Mr. Moroz and pointed out
the necessity of working for the release
of other political prisoners and calling
for a general amnesty.
The presidium at the meeting includ–
ed Dr. Dobriansky. Mr. Bazarko. UNA
Supreme President and UCCA vice
P r e s i d e n t Dr. J o h n O, Flis, Prof.
Bohdan Hnatiuk, Dr. Walter Dushnyck
and Evhen Jvashkiv, president of the
United Ukrainian American Organiza–
tions, the New, York UCCA branch.
The program was directed by Mr.
Bazarko, who also announced that on
Saturday. May 12, at 1:30p.m. a rally of
Ukrainian youths and communiiy
members would greet Mr. Moroz at
Bryant Park. Sixth Avenue and 41st
S t r e e t . New York C i t y . A f t e r w a r d s
.there would bu.fl m a r c b , t a DagvHiim–
'.-i' v , v (Continued an page 4Г v.-v..v
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Moroz thanks White House
for its role in release

Pastor vins says protests in West
are important to political prisoners

KESTON. England.
Pastor
Below arc the texts of the telegrams 1 alentvn Moroz sent ю President Jimmy Georgi vinv: the religious dissident
Carter. Salional Security Advisor Zhigniew Br;czinski ami Secretary of State from the Soviet Union who arrived in
Cyrus Уапсс. The lcttci sent to frr. Hrzezinski isidentualtotlu опеїетіо v - ' i the United States on April 27. said that
demonstrations in the West are of great
tan 1 aitce.
importance to dissidents and political
prisoners in the Soviet Union.
Dear Mr. President
in an interview with the Rev. Michael
Permit me to express my sincere appreciation and gratitude to you for securing
rav release from Sox iet prison, it is my hope that you will permit im-to personally Bourdeaux. director of the Center for
the
Study of Religion and Communism
extend my gratefulness to you in the near future.
at Keston College, Pastor vins said:
"All Western support - supplying
Dear Mr. Secretaryinformation, demonstrations and
Permit me to express my sincere appreciation and gratitude lor the part that you
prayer - help a great deal."
played m securing my release from Soviet prison;
"As a Christian. І am against any
it'is my hope that you will permit me to personally extend my gratefulness to you
violent demonstrations which could
in the near future.
result in injury or damage to property,"
Pastor vins said. "Peaceful demonstra–
tions arising out of Christian principles
are important."
Pastor vins said that if he had not
been forced to immigrate to the United
Below is the text of the telegram scut Hy l alentvn Moroz to Patriarch Josyf
States he "woujd have been dependent,
Cardinal Slinvj.
to a large degree, on Western support."
"Whenever there was support action
І am most privileged to greet our free Ukrainian Church. Respectfully plead for
in
the West, 1 was treated better by
your blessings. Hope to visit your Reautitude in Rome in St. Sofia in near future.
wardens
and prison administrators.
Ukrainian letter follows.
When there was no support, conditions
immediately became worse. Western
support to some degree influences the
authorities, makes them feel, to a
certain extent, under obligation," said
Pastor vins.
Pastor vins told the Rev. Bourdeaux
Below arc the letters of thanks sent hy UCCA President Dr. Lev E. Dohriansky
to President Jimmy Carter and Secretary of Slate l'ance.

Moroz greets Patriarch Josyf

UCCAthanJks„govemment for
release of Moroz, vins

Dear Mr. President:
The exchange of the five dissidents in the USSR for the two spies is of significant
importance. Two of the dissidents are outstanding Ukrainian patriots, in the spirit
of human rights we congratulate yon and your administration most warmly.
As you know. this committee fought for years to obtain the release of valentyn
Moroz and participated in hearings on the vins case. At the Captive Nations Week
observance in the Capitol last year we deplored the Ginzburg sentence as well as
those of others, it is a good feeling to know that these persistent efforts have not
been in vain.
Dear Mr. Secretary:
The new s of the exchange of five dissidents in the Soviet Union for the spies is of
significant importance. You and the administration deserve the highest
commendation for this accomplishment. We congratulate you most heartily for it
in the spirit of human rights.
As you know, this committee fought for years to obtain the release of valentyn
Moroz and participated in hearings on the vins case. At the Captive Nations Week
observance in the Capitol last year we deplored the Ginzburg sentence as well as
those of others, it is a good feeling to know that these persistent efforts have not
been in vain.

Patriarch thanks Carter,
greets Moroz and vins
ROME, ltaly. - Patriarch Josyf sent
a telegram expressing his gratitude to
President Jimmy Carter for the release
of valentyn Moroz. He also greeted Mr.
Moroz and Pastor Georgi vins in
telegrams addressed to them.
The text of the telegram to the
president was" as follows.
"Accept my sincere gratitude and of
all the Ukrainian people for the libera–
tion of valentyn Moroz, Jurij vins and
others.
"May God bless you. Josyf Cardinal
Slipyj. Patriarch."

The telegrams to Mr. Moroz and
Pastor vins contained the following
message.
"1 greet you in freedom and offer my
blessings. May you continue to serve the
Ukrainian nation in the spirit of
Christ's Gospel as you have until now,
giving witness to this through your
sufferings. Josyf Cardinal Slipyj, Pat–
riarch."
Patriarch Josyf had called for the
release of Mr. Moroz and other Ukrai–
nian dissidents at the Papal Synod in
1974.

Trenton youths thank
Carter, Brzezinski for Moroz
TRENTON, NJ.
Students of the had previously participated in letterSchool of Ukrainian Subjects here sent writing campaign on behalf of Mr.
telegrams and wrote letters to President Moroz. They had written to President
Carter asking that Mr. Moroz be
Jimmy Carter and National Security allowed to emigrate to the United
Advisor Zbignicw Brzezinski exprcs– States, and to Mr. Moroz expressing
sing their gratitude for the release of their hope that,he would come to this
country alter the completion of his term
valentyn Moroz..'
The students at the Trenton school of imprisonment in a Mordovian camp.
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that at the moment he feels tired and
that he expects a general medical
examination soon. He said that the only
"real problem" is his heart condition.
The Baptist leader spoke highly of the
relations between imprisoned believers.
He said that Soviet prisons are full of
people "who have'lost everything,
including any faith they may have had."
Pastor vins said that the majority are
"embittered and form a disillusioned,
unbelieving mass."
"However, in the midst of these 1 also
met believers, with whom 1 was on
"excellent terms. On the whole, 1 receiv–
ed a great deal of support even from
those who were not active believers,
although relations with believers were,
as could be expected, closer and' deep–
er," said Pastor vins.
"1 am convinced that faith is streng–
thened by trial, and that God offers
spiritual comfort in proportion to one's
physical suffering. The imprisoned
Christian derives his support from God
and prayer, which are a source of neverending strength," he said.
Pastor vins asked the Rev. Bour–
deaux to extend his greetings to all
Christians in Great Britain and to all
those who have prayed for him and
demonstrated their support in any way
for him and for all those imprisoned for
their faith.

Ukrainians greet Ginzburg with
flowers in Tarrytown, N.Y.

TARRYTOWN, N.Y. - The pre–
sence of a bouquet of flowers from
Ukrainian American supporters was
acknowledged by Aleksandr Ginzburg
during an interview with reporters in the
Tarrytown home of former Soviet
dissident Pavel Litvinov, reported
Gerald Nadler of the UP1.
Mr. Ginzburg, who arrived in the
United States on April 27 along with
valentyn Moroz, Pastor Georgi vins,
Edvard Kuznetsov and Mark Dym–
shyts, also pointed out that he did not
receive any flowers from Russian Ame–
ricans.
"One is from my Ukrainian friends,
one from my Lithuanian friends, but
none from my Russian friends," said
Mr. Ginzburg.

The UP1 article also reported that
Pastor vins attended a Baptist service
Sunday, April 29, with President
Jimmy. Carter. Later while teaching a
Bible class, the UP1 story said, Mr.
Carter "equated the dissidents'criticism
of Russia with the Americans' opposi–
tion to the vietnam War."
Mr. Carter also said that Pastor
vins's criticism of the Soviet Union was
"not treason" because "it is sinful to be
silent in the face of injustice.
Then, noting the American publics'
criticism of the vietnam War, Mr.
Carter said that some people feel that
the words "My country, right or wrong"
means patriotism, but, added the presi–
dent, "1 doubt that God would approve
of that statement."

Moroz meets...
(Continued from page 3)

marskjold Plaza near the United Na–
tions, he said.
, Mr. Moroz called on all Ukrainians
to participate in the rally, explaining
that at present it is not possible for him
to visit Ukrainian communities. He also
expressed his pleasure at meeting with
representatives of the UCCA since the
organization is a symbol of Ukrainian
unity.
Noting that some had tried to shatter
the unity of the Ukrainian community
and are still trying to do this today, M r.
Moroz emphasized that the unity of
Ukrainians in the free world is impor–
tant to the struggle for the independence
of Ukraine.
Mr. Moroz gave credit to the Ukrai–
nian pioneers who were responsible for
the beginnings of Ukrainian community
life in America and established the
Ukrainian National Association and
other organizations. He also noted that
the spirit of the Ukrainian people is
evidence of great potential and that it is
this spirit which gives the Ukrainian
people their strength.
Mr. Moroz thanked all those who

participated in hunger strikes, demon–
strations and the like in his behalf. But,
he said, one released Ukrainian dissi–
dent is not enough. Mr. Moroz said that
we must demand more concessions
from the Soviet Union, we must demon–
strate, protest and participate in actions
to show the strength of Ukrainian
nationalism.
Mr. Moroz said that it is all right for
Ukrainians to have political parties, but
added that they should be a guarantee
of ferment, not of disunity. He said he
believes that actions for the freedom of
Ukrainian political prisoners could
serve as the basis for consolidation of
various parties, saying that we should
act in accordance with the slogan
"Death to the empire - freedom for
Ukraine." Mr. Moroz also observed
that it is crucial to transmit the love of
Ukraine to children in order to assure
the continuation of the struggle.
Mr. ivashkiv also greeted Mr. Moroz
on behalf of the Ukrainian community
of New York City. Mr. Bazarko then
introduced Ukrainian community lead–
ers and activists to Mr. Morbz.–
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7979—Year of the Ukrainian Child—An analysis

3 isn't it time to do a good deed for the Ukrainian child?
the season, which is denied to some
here, due to ill health and family
situations, and denied to others who
live under atheistic communism,
which suppresses freedom of religi–
by Roman A. Juzeniw
ous worship. This is especially true
for Ukrainian children, whose
YONKERS, N.Y. - Students of Catholic Church has been brutally
St. Michael's Ukrainian Catholic destroyed in Ukraine.''
School visited children at St. Jo– The students and teachers received
seph's Hospital on April 13, Good a warm "thank you" letter from
Friday. The Ukrainian children Patricia Kriss, director of public
presented the hospitalized children relations and development at St.
with little Easter Baskets, many of Joseph's Hospital
them containing pysanky made by
Our congratulations go out to all
the Ukrainian children. The hospi– those who were a part of this event
talized children were told that the Who will organize the next good
giving of pysanky is an age-old deed?
Ukrainian tradition, symbolizing
hope, life and resurrection.
"Heart and Book"
. Christine Sonevytsky, in writing to
The Association of Writers of
a local newspaper, stated:
"This being the international Year Literature for. Children and Youth
of the Child, the students of St. (OPLDM) has been collecting
Michael's felt that it would be fitting money for close to 20 years in its
to share with other children the joy of "Heart and Book" Fund Drive. All

UCCA mourns death of Julian Revay
Below is UCCA'President Lev Dobriansky's message concerning the death of
Julian Revay. it isdatedMayh

monies collected go towards the
purchase of Ukrainian children's
books and textbooks, which are then
sent to Ukrainian children living in
South America.
To those of you looking for a
worthy Ukrainian children's cause to
which you can contribute your
money and time, the "Heart and
Book" fund could benefit the most.
All contributions and requests for
information should be sent to: Mrs.
Larysa Zielyk, 69 E. 7th St., New
York, N.Y. 10003..(Checksshou!dbe
made out to OPLDM).
Year of the Child t-shirts
Taras Kowcz, a long-time Plast
youth counselor who hails from
Cleveland, has printed up Ukrainianlanguage Year of the Child t-shirts.
At first, Taras printed up only a
few t-shirts (which have the familiar
international Year of the Child Logo
and in Ukrainian the words: 1 9 7 9 -

Yc-r of the Child), but those quickly
sold out and so he is now printing up
more t-shirts.
The cost of a t-shirt is S3 and all
proceeds from the sale of the t-shirts
will go toward Ukrainian children's
causes in South America.
Wearing this t-shirt will get the
message of the Year of the Ukrainian
Child across to all who glance upon
it.
if you care to order or if you just
want to get more information on
buying several t-shirts (perhaps for
members of your organization) write
to: Taras. Kowcz, 4513 Spokane
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44109.
Throughout this year we will be
covering events commemorating
1979 as the Year of the Ukrainian
Child, if you have information on
any plans in your community, please
send it to: The Ukrainian Weekly, 30
Montgomery St., Jersey City, N.J.
07302.

Grigorenkos, Svitlychna, Moroz
call for release of Tykhy

NEW YORK, N.Y. - Petro Grigo–
renko, Nadia Svitlychna, valcntyn
Moroz and Zinaida Grigorenko issued
a statement on Tuesday, May 1, calling
for the release of Oleksiy Tykhy, an
imprisoned member of the Kiev Helsin–
ki monitoring group who is in danger of
dying.
The full text of the statement follows:
The Representation of the Ukrainan
Helsinki Group has learned from pri–
soners of a severe-regime camp who
recently arrived in the United States
University atmosphere...
that a member of the Kiev Helsinki
group, Oleksiy Tykhy, who was on a
in it, only if it has the monitoring capa– hunger strike in protest to harsh treat–
(Continued from page 3)
bilities. if not, he said, then it would be ment of prisoners, lost consciousness on
survive without Estonia or Armenia, naive for the United States to sign it
the 16th day of his strike and was taken
"Moscow has always speculated on to the infirmary where he underwent
but without Ukraine, he continued, the
American naivete," he said.
empire will not survive.
surgery of the stomach. Physicians
Again demonstrating his flair with affirmed that Tykhy's state of health
"The movement in Ukraine today has
after the operation is menacing and that
words,
Mr.
Moroz
said
in
conclusion
taken a step forward from the 1960s.
Then the preservation of language and that he apologizes for not being to able he needs another operation. However,
the physicians do not know if Tykhy
culture were emphasized," he ex- to speak English.
plained.
"it is easier to translate my Ukrainian will be able to survive the second
At that time, Mr. Moroz clairified, into English," he said. "However, it is operation. Such statements are made in
tactics was the reason why the question harder to translate my English into the camps only in cases when the
prisoner is in danger of dying.
English."
of independence was not discussed.
-1J).
"Today, in Memorandum No. 2 of
in democratic countries, a person
the Ukrainian Public Group to Prowho has reached the point of dying in
mote the implementation of the Hel–
sinki Accords, the question of indepen–
Hunter students
dence is clear," he said.
Dissidents in the Soviet Union also display pysanky
publically discuss the decolonization of
NEW YORK, N.Y. - T h e Ukrainian
the Soviet Union and communism is
criticized both as a theory and a system, Student Club of Hunter College orga–
nized a Pysanka Day here on April 16.
said Mr. Moroz.
vATlCAN C1TY, ltaly. - Pope
Mr. Moroz illustrated that the "inde– The students presented a display of John Paul П has challenged Russian
pendence movement has gone beyond Ukrainian Easter eggs and dcmonstrat– authorities and the Russian Orthodox
the intellectuals" by stating that 50per- ed the art of decorating these eggs.
Church in a letter to Ukrainian Cardi–
Many curious students stopped into nal Josyf Slipyj, reported Desmond
cent of Ukrainian dissidents are work–
ers and peasants.
the room where girls dressed in tradi– O'Grady, Rome correspondent of Our
Mr. Moroz openly said for the first tional Ukrainian blouses explained the Sunday visitor, in the paper's April 29
time that he has been in telephone history, origin and techniques of the art edition.
contact with his wife, Raisa, in ivano– of pysanka-making. After looking at
"The ecumenical spirit," wrote Pope
Frankivske, Ukraine, who told him that the displays, the Hunter students John Paul, "has toshowjtselfand prove
she will not leave the Soviet Union became more interested and stayed to itself particularly with respect to your
without his 122 notebooks and other decorate their own eggs. At the end of Church as to other Eastern Churches
written material. According to his wife, the day even two janitors stopped by to which have their own rites."
Mr. Moroz continued, the writings will see the display and hear about the
in 1943 the Ukrainian Catholic
be returned only if they do not contain unique Ukrainian tradition.
Church was suppressed by the Russian
any anti-Soviet statements.
Throughout the day's pysanka dc– authorities and its bishops and priests
...Commepting on a question about the monstration, the Ukrainian Student imprisoned. The argument was that its
SALT.H,negotiations, Mr. Мого? said Club was able to establish a Ukrainian allegiance to Rome was tantamount to
that the United States should approve Easter atmosphere at Hunter College.
treachery, noted the Catholic weekly.
The death of the Honorable Julian
Revay comes as a shock to all of us —
family, relatives and friends.alike. His
long years of devotion and dedication to
the inevitable independence of Ukraine
and to the freedom of mankind are a
model for all to emulate. His many
years of faithful service in the Ukrainian
Congress Committee of America will
long be remembered by those who knew

and appreciated his talents and loyalty.

We deeply mourn his departure from
our active scene, but we shall always
bear' in our hearts and minds the fine
attributes and ideals he so well repre–
sented and demonstrated. Our prayers
are for God's tenderest blessings upon
his soul and divine comfort to his
family.

prison is sent home to undergo medical
treatment under normal conditions or
so that he would at least be able to die
near his family and not behind bars.
We ask President Carter, heads of
governments of all democratic coun–
tries and all. Christian Churches, the
Red Cross and Amnesty international
to appeal to the Soviet Union for the
immediate release of Oleksiy Tykhy.
We believe that in this way the life of
this courageous and unpretentious
human being can be saved.

Lithuanian Helsinki
monitor dies
KESTON, England. - The Rev.
Karolis Garuckas, a parish priest in
Ceikiniai, Lithuania, and a member of
the Lithuanian Helsinki group, died on
April 3 at the age of 71, reported the
Keston News Service.
A close friend of viktoras Petkus, the
Rev. Garuckas was an active defense
witness at Petkus' trial. The Rev.
Garuckas was also a good friend of
Nijole Sadunaite and other Lithuanian
Catholic activists.

Say pope challenged authority
of Kremlin with letter to Patriarch
it was absorbed by the Russian
Orthodox. Church. At that time there
were about 25 million Ukrainian Cath–
olics. Since then the Church has gone
underground.
in 1962, the major Ukrainian prelate.
Cardinal Slfp'yj, was released from a
Siberian prison as a token of better
relations between the Kremlin and Pope
John XXHl's vatican.
Pope John Paul's challenge to the
Russian Orthodox Church and the
Soviet government, is contained in an
eight-page letter in i,atin he sent to
Cardinal Slipyj to mark the beginning
of preparation for the 1000th anniver–
to Ukraine in 988, Mr. O'Grady report–
ed. і'”.'М і - .-: НІ elmfaup ''ЛХ
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A thank you to mothers
it is difficult to imagine how the world would look without mothers. She is
a person who affects every facet of our daily lives, whether we be infants,
youths, young adults, adults or senior citizens.
She is there to clean up afte; us, to advise us. to console us, to teach us and,
when necessary, to reprimand us. Oftentimes her help is offered without a
proper thank you from us. but, unswayed, she will return many times to help
her children.
We should express our respect and appreciation to mothers throughout the
year, but it is a fitting tribute that one day a year is specifically set aside to
honor mothers. That extra display of affection and concern for your mother
today will no doubt be the reward that mothers deserve.
in addition to honoring our natural mothers, we, Ukrainian Americans,
have two other mothers which also deserve our dedication and devotion the Blessed virgin Mary, the patron saint of Ukraine, and Ukraine, the land
of our ancestors. The Mother of God and the land of our heritage should also
be remembered by us on Mother's Day.

Forgotten rights
A recent news story reported that Deputy Secretary of State Warren M.
Christopher had listed the guidelines used by the Carter administration in
applying its concern for human rights to the day-to-day conduct of foreign
policy. Mr. Christopher had explained these guidelines in an attempt to
answer charges in Congress and elsewhere that the U.S. human rights policy
was inconsistent.
According to Mr. Christopher, the administration attaches "fundamental
importance" to three categories of internationally recognized rights:
personal, economic and political.
Notice anything missing? Obviously, the answer is religious and national
rights.
Granted, it is possible to construe religious rights as personal rights - the
choice of religious beliefs and method of worship is, after all, a personal one.
it is immediately apparent, however, that national rights do not fall under
any of the three categories outlined by Mr. Christopher.
How can it be that the U.S. government did not include nationalrights—
which are also internationally recognized rights if one believes the many
international agreements that specifally mention national rights such as selfdetermination - in its policy guidelines? The reasons are unclear to us.
What is clear, however, is that as long as national rights are not taken into
account in determining U.S. policies, there is only one way to describe the
U.S. human rights stand: inadequate.

News quiz
The quiz covers the three previous issues of The Ukrainian Weekly.
Answers will appear with the next quiz.
1. Who recently declared a period of 10 Days of Solidarity of nations in the
battle against Russian-Soviet colonialism and imperialism?
2. Which country did the UCCA president visit recently?
3. Who were the authors of two views of the UCCA and its external
policies?
4. Whose works were displayed at the gallery of the Association of
Ukrainian Artists in America?
5. When is the fifth New Jersey Ukrainian festival scheduled to be held?
6. Which state legislature adopted a resolution in defense of Yuriy
Shukhevych?
7. Who is the Latvian Communist Party chief who was the target of an
assassination attempt?
8. Which organization published a brochure on children's rights in the
USSR?
9. Which U.S. legislator recently saluted Byelorussian independence?
10. Who is Artem Yuskevych?
11. Who was Julian Revay?
12. Who was elected head of the National Plast Command?
13. Who was elected head of the National Plast Council?
14. Who recently received keys to the city of New York?
15. When did valentyn Moroz arrive in the United States?
Answers to previous quiz: newlx re-elected chairmen of the Pastaic.
Wilkes-Borre.
Woonsocket, Montreal ami lshixh valley UNA district committees: April 28-29 at Soyuzivka:
Plast: at the Guiu;enheim Museum in Wn York City: lrene Welhasch: at the University of
Toronto: Ukrainian Catholic clergymen and representatives of the WCFU:the Trenton School
of Ukrainian Subjects: at the Mohyla institute m Saskatoon. Sask.. in Houston, Texas.
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Letter to the Editors

Complains about poor coverage
Dear Editors,
various elements in the American
news media, to whom any manifesta–
tion of Ukrainian nationalism is ana–
thema, have already begun to downplay, ignore, or otherwise black out the
significance of valentyn Moroz's ar–
rival in the United States and of the
movement that he represents.
Though, admittedly, it has been
difficult to ignore such an event com–
pletely, a spot-check three days after
Mr. Moroz's arrival shows the follow–
ing: a national news telecast originating
from New York and shown on Sunday
afternoon and evening (April 29) traced
the day's activity of all four dissidents
except Mr. Moroz (the omission was
quite pointed since each dissident
received over a good two minute's
coverage; Mr. Moroz's name was not
mentioned).
The Washington Star. The Washington Post, though mentioning Mr.
Moroz and showing him in the picture
of the news conference, gave him the
least amount of space of any of the other
dissidents. The Washington Post, for

example, devoted a mere six lines to
Moroz out of a substantial 34 paragraph article (April 29) and, symbolical–
ly enough, left a blank space for him
while prominently displaying the indivi–
dual photographs of the other four
dissidents. Newsweek, however, outdid
everyone else by not even identifying
Mr. Moroz. as Ukrainian (though, of
course, identifying Kuznetsdv and
Dymshyts as Jews).
Concerning the latter, 1 am enclosing
a copy of a letter in which 1 have
cancelled my subscription because of
Newsweek's persistent refusal to men–
tion Ukrainian dissidents. 1 don't mean
this to be a damper in any way on the
joyous occasion of Mr. Moroz's arrival
here, but maybe you can use some of
this to stimulate your readers in speak–
ing out against the damaging and
irresponsible coverage (ox lack of it)
that so much of the influential Ameri–
can news me,dia gives to Ukrainians.
Askold Skalsky
Associate Professor of English
Hagerstown Junior College

Below is the text of Prof. Skalsky's letter to Newsweek.
Newsweek never disappoints. As in the past, you continue what must obviously
be a policy of persistently -^fcnd often quite ingeniously - ignoring the plight and
even the existence of Ukrainian dissidents in the USSR. Thus in your story of the
recent release of thefiveSoviet dissidents you did not even identify valentyn Moroz
as a Ukrainian, let alone note what he stands for. it goes beyond my powers of
imagination to conceive of you doing this with any other dissidents. Tell the truth
now, would you ever omit to tell your readers that Shcharansky is a Jew or that
Sakharov is a Russian? The very question is ridiculous. Yet the significance of
Moroz to the Ukrainian dissidents is fully equivalent to these two. The Kremlin, it
seems, is not the only one that fears the aspiration of Ukrainians for freedom and
national recognition.
І have cancelled my check for the renewal of a subscription to Newsweek and
will, wherever and whenever 1 can, urge everyone 1 know to do likewise. When you
stop trying to black out news about Ukrainian dissidents and begin to give them the
exposure that you do to others, then your ad department can give me a call.

Art Review

Mazuryk's paintings have
something to say to each of us
by liana Hanuszczak
NEW YORK. NY. - The premier
exhibit of exceptionally unusual works
of art by Ukrainian artist Omelian
Mazuryk of Paris. France, was display–
ed on Sunday. April 29. at 1 p.m. at the
gallery of the Association of Ukrainian
Artists in America, located at 136
Second Ave.
There were well-known Ukrainian
and non-Ukrainian artists present at
this opening as well as over 150 art
lovers from near and far. An opening
address was given by the president of
the association, Mychajlo Czereszniow–
skyj. The artist was warmly greeted by
another artist Liuboslav Hutsaliuk. The
general public found the exhibit to be of
a unique style and was quite impressed
and overwhelmed by the art.
The paintings were done in three
media: oil. tempera and acrylic.
Basically his icons, landscapes, still lifes
and portraits are emulated in various
styles, themes and moods.
There were icons of two styles. The
first style was reinterpreted by the artist
via his own concept of an icon in which
he still kept within the tradition of the
Ukrainian Byzantine spirit. The second
style portrays a more dramatic usage of
vibrant colors painted in an abstract

motif.
The rest of his paintings can be
described as those of a true colorist who
ventured to challenge the nature of
harmony as well as discordance of color
values. He has an eye for the usage of
these colors and creates a total unity in
the painting. Some harmonize, others
fight, straining either to subside or to
break out from the boundaries of the
frame which surrounds those massive
and active forms
We find that the style of Omelian
Mazuryk derives from his own temper–
ament. yet it contains a mixture of
styles of various artists from the modern
world. There is the true use of bold and
energetic colors that can be found in the
paintings of Henri Matisse during the
Fauve period, an interjection of expres–
sionism in the brushstrokes as that of
vincent van Gogh, the composition of
Marc Chagall and even the impressionism of Claude Monet.
Despite such an array of eclecticism
found in the artist's paintings, he still
maintains and projects the expres–
sion of his own style. Many of his
paintings are highly symbolic. Some of
the symbolism finds its source in Ukrai–
nian folklore. Yet all of Omelian Ma–
zuryk's paintings have something to say
to each one of us.
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Senior Citizens
Corner

Autobiography of valentyn Moroz
І was born on April 1S, 1936, in Kholoniv, Horokhiv county, Yolhyn,
Ukraine.
in 19531 graduated from the secondary school of Horokhiv and began my
studies at Lviv University (department of history).,
in 19581 began teaching in volhyn. in the village of Myslyn and the town of
Marianivka.
in 1963 1 transferred to the Lutske Pedagogical institute (college) where І
taught a course in modern and contemporary history. KGB pressure forced
me to transfer to the ivano-Frankivske Pedagogical institute.
On September 1, 1965, 1 was arrested for dissemination of samvydav
materials. 1 was brought to trial in January 1966 and received a sentence of
four years of hard labor.
in Mordovia in 1967 1 wrote "A Report from the Beria Reserve" and was
immediately transferred to the viadimir Prison and then to Kiev where an
inquiry (concerning the "Report") was conducted until April 1969. That same
year 1 was freed, but after nine months 1 was rearrested.
At the trial in November 19701 was prosecuted for the essays "Moses and
Dathan," "Amid,the Snows" and "A Chronicle of Resistance" and was
sentenced to 14 years (nine years imprisonment plus five years exile).
Among the poetry and prose works 1 have written since 1970 are "The First
Day, "The Gift" and others.
І served six years in the viadimir Prison. During that time there were
attempts (through the Serbsky institute) to send me to a psychiatric
institution, but these turned out to be a fiasco as a result of strong protest:, in
the West.
From 1976 to April 26, 1979, 1 was confined in a strict-regime camp in
Mordovia, and on April 27 1 arrived in New York City.
Yalentyn Moroi

Moroz calls iot^
(Continued from page i)

necessary to fall into extremism in the
case of language. Even in Ukraine, he
said, there are people who do not use the
Ukrainian language, but think like
Ukrainians.
' Political prisoners in the Soviet
Union were glad to hear about the
normalization of relations between the
United States and China, because they
have hope that this will contribute to
the downfall of the Moscow empire,
Mr. Moroz noted.
' Mr. Moroz said he has great re–
spect for Ukrainian Church hierarchs,
including Patriarch Josyf whom he
plans to visit in Rome.
0
The activity of Ukrainians in the
West strengthens the faith of Ukraini–
ans in Soviet concentration camps,
according to Mr. Moroz. He also said
that he knew about the hunger strikes
organized in the West and thanked
everyone who participated in defense
actions in his behalf.
' The youths of Ukraine are active,
noted Mr. Moroz. They are engaged in
various types of activities including
displaying Ukrainian flags, hanging
buckets on statues of Lenin and writing
samvydav materials.
' There are two opposing tendencies
- in-Ukraine today: Russificatjon and the
independence movement, according to
Mr. Moroz.
' Mr. Moroz said that he plans to
work with Ukrainian youths and for
Ukrainian youths.
' He said that the term "dissident"
is not a harmful one, that it has become
accepted and, for the time being, it
should be used.
' Mr. Moroz said that he considers
himself a nationalist, a conservative and
a traditionalist, and that he thinks there
will be a renaissance of traditionalism in
Ukraine some day. This renaissance
should be welcomed, he said.
4

it is not clear who should become
the focus of defense actions by Ukraini–
ans in the West - Shukhevych, Lu–
kianenko, Rudenko. Chornovil or
someone else
Mr. Moroz said,
adding that the community should
decide this.
' Mr. 'Мого? emphasized'that he
' wishes to speak with"tne entire Ukraini–

an community and not with individual
groups.
' There is no doubt that linguistic
genocide exists, including genocide of
technical language, Mr. Moroz ,ob–
served.
" Mr. Moroz said that he is pleased
that "Moses and Dathan" was transfated into the Byelorussian language
and that it is being transmitted by the
'voice of America to Byelorussia. He
also noted that Byelorussia is now
under intense pressure of Russification
and that he will seek meetings with the
Byelorussian community.
' Mr. Moroz comented that we
should try to. get Ukrainian represent–
ation at the United Nations.
' He also stated that the World
Congress of Free Ukrainians should
become the representative body of all
Ukrainians. The WCFU - which Mr.
Moroz said he regards as the most
important Ukrainian institution should be guarded against attacks by,
Moscow. .
' There is no path to the indep'en–
dence of the Ukrainian nation Other
than active struggle, and this should be
realized by all Ukrainians, Mr. Moroz
said.

Presentation of Ukrainian
folk music to be
j
held in New York
NEW YORK, N. Y. - Kalena Chich–
ka-Andrienko will give an explanation
and illustration of piano accompani–
ment to Ukrainian folk songs on Tues–
day. May 15, at the New York Singing
Teachers Association here.
The pianist will play arrangements of
folks songs by Ukrainian composers
Barvinsky, Liatoshynsky, Revutsky
and Meytus.
Two other performers will give ex–
amples of art songs (lieds).
The program is scheduled for 8:30
p.m. at the Rutgers Presbyterian
Church, 236 ,W, 73rd St., New. York
City.
' ^-^-.-,. і
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by Marion Kushnir Burbella

Love, happiness, health...to all Ukrainian mothers on
Mother's Day. Mnohaya Lita!
it is early morning in this borough of 10,000-plus residents.
Only the carillon breaks the stillness as its bells ring out the
hymn, "Praise God From Whom All Blessings Flow." They
must have heard the great news the night before, news that .
shook every living Ukrainian: "valentyn Moroz...Georgi
vins... Alcksandr Ginzburg.Edvard Kuznetsov...Mark
Dymshyts.,.they are free...the dissidents have been released
from Soviet prisons...they are in New York City!"
The Ukrainian Weekly would no longer need to caption
valentyn Moroz's picture with: We want him! Suddenly the
caption had been transformed to: Wc got him!
,
The chimes on Main Street of Matawan will continue to ring out, "Praise God
From Whom All Blessings Flow" while Ukrainians around the world will continue
to praise God for the miracle of Friday, April 27.
Conference v - May 20-25
By the end of the week UNA seniors will be on their way to "Ukraine outside of
Ukraine," better known as Soyuzivka in Kerhonkson, for their fifth conference.
The Corner of April 8 and the announcement of May 1 in Svoboda have already
acquainted the participants of Conference v as to the week's program. An
additional attraction for . Conference v was reported to the writer during a
telephone call from Dr. volodymyr Sawchak, president of the Association of
Seniors of the UNA.
"We have been very honored that Dr. Wolansky has accepted our invitation to
address the seniors on Tuesday afternoon, May 22," informed Dr. Sawchak.
"Dr. Wolanskyr
"Yes, he is a very prominent psychiatrist from upstate New York. Pertinent data
on Dr. Wolansky can be found in Who's Who in the World 1978-1979."
To the library we went in quest of information on Dr. Wolansky. We found that
he is also listed in The Biographical Directory of the American Psychiatric
Association. The summary of Dr. Wolansky's educational background and
achievements has been obtained from these two sources.
We would like our conference participants to be well-informed when they meet
Dr. Wolansky on May 22 and, therefore, we share our knowledge with them in
statistical format:
Oleh Myroslaw Wolansky was born on April 15,1914, (further research revealed
this was a Wednesday) in Kolomyia, Ukraine; son of Paul and Helena (vytvytska)
Wolansky;
M.D. - 1939 - University of Poznan (Poland);
Married Ludmyla Shara in May of 1949, and they are the parents offivechildren:
Lillian, Donna, Taras, lhor, Lew;
intern - Urban Hospital, Berlin, Germany, 1942-1943, Goldap Dist. Hospital,
Germany, 1943-1944, Herzeberge Hospital, Germany, 1944-1945;
Medical Officer - Displaced Persons Camp, UNRRA and 1RO 1945-1950;
Arrived in the United States in 1950; naturalized - 1956;
Resident - St. Lawrence State Hospital, Ogdensburg, N.Y., 1950-1952, senior
psychiatrist, 1952-1954, supervising psychiatrist, 1954-1957:
Supervising psychiatrist - Utica State Hospital, 1957-1961;
Assistant director - Letchworth village State School, Thiells, N.Y., 1961-1965;
Therapist - Rockland County Mental Health Center, 1962-1963;
Attending psychiatrist — Sing-Sing Prison, 1963-1965;
Director - Summount State School, Tupper Lake, N.Y., 1965-1968, Suffolk
State School, Melville, N.Y., 1968-1970;
Director - Letchworth village Developmental Center, Thiells, N.Y. 1970
Memberships
Fellow - American Association for Mental Deficiency;
Fellow — American Psychiatric Association;
Diplomatc — American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology;
President, West Hudson District Branch, 1973-1974
The American
Association of Psychiatric Administrators.
Ukrainian memberships
Past president of the Ukrainian Medical Association of North America;
Presently holds the post of external affairs secretary. World Federation of
Ukrainian Medical Associations:
Long-time member of the P!asl "Dubova Kora" unit:
UNA Branch 25, Jersey City, N.J. - entire family members since 1950;
Executive board of organization of Residents of Peremyshl.
Conference v anxiously awaits Dr. Oleh Wolansky's presentation on May 22
titled "Psychological Aspects in the Process of Aging."
Registration will commence at 10 a.m. Sunday. May 20.
You will be greeted with a sincere Ukrainian "vitayemo" for a week of activities
that will be remembered throughout the year!
DO POBACHENN!A!'
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Moroz named...
(Continued from pui;r 11
логк at Harvard on July 1. His contract
s for one year, renewable each year.
The day's tour of the Harvard camp–
us i n c l u d e d a visit to t h e H a r v a r d
library where ancient Ukrainian books
are on.display: a luncheon with Prof,
lhor Shevchenko at which were present
Profs. Pritsak. Donald Hanger. Horace
Lunt. Wictor Weintraub. Richard
Pipes. Adam Ulam and Abraham Bergson; a meeting with President Bok; a
meeting with Dean Henry Rosovsky
and Dean Edward Keenan: and a press
conference.
Details of the meeting with Dr. Bok
and deans Rosovsky and Keenan are
not know because apparently under
instructions of the Harvard president,
the press was barred from being present.
Mr. Moroz did reveal that Dr. Bok said
that he was very glad and honored that
Mr. Могол accepted the invitation to
come to Harvard.
Mr. Мого? said that he replied that it
was he who is honored "to be invited to
Harvard, the intellectual center of the
United States.
When querried about his health and
strength by Dr. Bok, Mr. Moroz said
that "God made man, and God gave

man the determination to accomplish
whatever he wants to."
The Ukrainian national rights activist
also said that Dean Rosovsky expressed
his pleasure that Mr. Moroz. will be a
visiting scholar at Harvard. Mr. Moroz.
said that he explained to Dean Rosov–
sky that he will be a student at Harvard
and not an instructor.
Following the press conference, Mr.
Moroz visited the office of the Ukraini–
an Research institute, where he remarked that standing in side the insti–
tute he is experiencing an "unbelievable
feeling of returning horn."
He was showed his office. Room 206;
by Profs. Pritsak and Shevchenko. and
Mr. Moroz. very moved, exclaimed:
"After nine years of suffering in a place
where any day my belongings could
have been confiscated by the KGB, 1
now have a room of my own."
His office consists of a desk, file
cabinets, book shelves, a telephone and
a lock, though this time — for the first
time in many years - Mr. Moroz is the
possessor of the key.
Mr. M o r o z r e m a i n e d at H a r v a r d
until Thursday morning. May 10. The
town of Cambridge officially proclaim–
ed May 9 as Yalentyn Moroz Day.

Members of the Ukrainian Research institute pose with Yalentyn Moroz on the
steps of Prof. lhor Shevchenko's home. Left to right are Dr. Adrian S!ywotzky,
Brenda Sens, Dr. Frank Sysyn, Dr. Lubomyr Hayda, Ulana Pasicznyk, Prof.
Omeljan Pritsak, Natalka Pylypiuk, Mr. Moroz, Oieh llnytzky, Prof. Shevchenko
and Stephan Chemycz.

Prof. Omeljan Pritsak and Yalentyn Moroz exchange a few light comments during
Mr. Moroz's tour of the Harvard Ukrainian Research institute.

Chicago Tribune
(Continued from page 2)
When Mr. Moroz recalls his years as
vists in Mordovia and five years of exile a political prisoners, his hands grip the
arms of his chair, and his forehead
in Siberia.
"1 hope Mr. fLconidJ Brezhnev will glistens with sweat.
in the Mordovian labor camp, he
serve the rest of my sentence for me,"
Mr. Moroz saif". "He is welcome to it." shared a barracks with 30 inmates and
Speaking in Ukrainian, a language wore a paper uniform striped in brown
banned by the Kremlin, Mr. Morozsaid and gray. The prisoners' day was strictly
he knows little about the United States regimented — arise at 6 a.m., breakfast,
but is eager to study "the soul and the eight hours of work, supper and lights
spirit of America and what moves the out at 10 p.m.
people."
He worked six days a week polishing
" M y first d a y s h a v e been full of artificial crystals and glass. "The autho–
surprises, but pleasant surprises," he rities acknowledged it was unhealthy
said. "When 1 asked the time, three because a quarter inch of silicone dust
people immediately offered me their settled over everything and got into
watches. When 1 asked to borrow a pen. your lungs," he said. "Still, they made us
three more people extended theirs."
do it. When 1 asked for a chest X-ray. І
On Tuesday, he will go to Harvard to was refused."
accept a teaching and research post at
The food, he said, was terrible. The
the Ukrainian Research institute. The bread was 80 percent barley and 20
institute has a S3 million endowment percent artifical ingredients. "1 regret І
from the American Ukrainian com– cannot show you the fish." he said, "in
munity.
J a p a n , they wouldn't use it for fertilizer.
inmates received inlormation about
"Harvard has been writing to me to
offer this j o b every year since 1974," he the outside world from newly arrived
remarked. "1 did not receive the letters prisoners and by reading between the
lines of Soviet newspapers. However.
until 1 arrived here."

the major source of their knowledge was
visits from their families.
Under the criminal code, Mr. Moroz
said he was entitled to four visits over a
three-year period. Authorities allowed
him only two.
Last year, Mr. Moroz began cam–
paigning for his rights. As a result, four
times he was sent to "harsh solitary" for
15-day stretches and the four months
before his release were spent in "lighter
solitary."
Solitary, he explained, was a small
cell, with a tiny barred window, furnish–
ed with a wooden cot that folded against
the wall so prisoners could not sleep
during the day. a foot-square table, and
a wooden log for a chair. There was
little or no heat despite temperatures of
minus 30 degrees, and frost formed on
the walls.
"1 did not sleep for 10 days at a time."
he said, "1 would begin to hallucinate.
There was no need for them to beat or
torture you. The physical and psycholo–
gical conditions arc enough."
There was a flicker of a smile and he

said, "Asia is known for being very
v
inventive."
However, Mr. Moroz said he had
heard of prisoners being tortured by
being forced to sit under slowly dripping water. He was beaten by prison
guards when he objected to the confis–
cation of the notebooks containing his
prison writings. The notebooks event–
ually were returned."
in viadimir Prison, he shared a cell
with two men convicted of criminal
charges. One of the men slashed him
across the abdomen with a sharpened
spoon.
"The criminals were persuaded to
beat up the political prisoners," he said.
"And when they did, they were reward–
ed with pills and drugs."
He believes he was drugged by che–
micals in his food. During his 145-day
hunger strike in 1974, he was forcibly
fed and recalled having "strange psy–
cho!ogical feelings that 1 cannot explain."
" S o m e t i m e s , we c o u l d t a s t e t h e
(Conllnoed on page 9) І
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Panorama of Ukrainian culture in the Big Apple
by Helen Perozak Smindak

Spring calendar addendum
' That round-up of springtime
events in my last column mentioned a
children's opera but omitted details.
The story happened to be at the end of
the column and was the victim of space
limitations. Here is the missing paragraph: A concert to be given by all
branches of the Young "Dumka" Chor–
us on June 10 at 3 p.m. at the Ukrainian
Cultural Center in Glen Spey, N. Y., will
include a performance of S. Nedilsky's
children's opera "The Magic Ring."
Fifteen dancers from Roma Pryma
Bohachevsky's School of Ballet will join
10 Young "Dumka" soloists to present
the story through song, dance and
costume. The cast of the opera is being
coached by Mrs. Bohachevsky and
Halya Miroshnichenko. Stanislav Ko–
siv will conduct the chorus, with Ulita
Olshaniwsky accompanying at the
piano. Appearing on the same bill will
be the School of Ukrainian Folk Ballet
under the direction of Ulana Shmery–
kowsky.
f On Sunday, June 17, the same
groups of-performers will participate in
Philadelphia's inner City Cultural Arts
Festival. Performances are scheduled
for 1 and 3 p.m. at the Museum of Art,
with the Young "Dumka" Chorus
repeating "The Magic Ring" at both
presentations.
' Students of the Ukrainian Music

institute of New York will give a concert
on June 2 honoring the late Melanie
Baylowa, music teacher and institute
president. The concert is set for 2 p.m. at
Carnegie Recital Hall, 154 W. 57th St.
' Marta Maczaj, 19, who was a
student of Mrs. Baylowa, and Sonia
Szereg, 18, accompanist for the "Zhay–
voronky" women's chorus, will take
part in the 44th Young Musicians'
Concert to be presented by the Associ–
ated Music Teachers' League of New
York in Carnegie Recital Hall on June
10 at 2 p.m.
9
Responding to popular demand,
The Ukrainian Museum has extended
until May 23 the exhibit of 300 Ukraini–
an Easter eggs from the private collec–
tion of Zenon Elyjiw. The museum's
forthcoming exhibit, which opens June
2, will spotlight Ukrainian folk ceramics
from the Carpathian Mountains. The
museum at 203 Second Ave. is open
Wednesdays, Saturdays and Sundays,
1-5 p.m., Fridays 3-7 p.m. Adults Si,
students and senior citizens 50 cents.

Update
While this column's recent ramblings
concentrated on Easter programs and a
coming-events schedule, activities have
continued apace in other areas. Here–
with, an update on a variety of events.

Terpsichorean twirl
' Assisting in the current repertory
of the American Ballet Theatre, which
opened its spring season on April 16 at
the Metropolitan Opera -House, is
Helen Strilec, a free-lance violinist who
performs with several New York or–
chestras, including Musica Sacra and
the Opera Orchestra of New York. Miss
Strilec's talents are helping to provide
music accompaniment for ABT in–
terpretations of classics like "Swan
Lake," "Sleeping Beauty," "Giselle,"
and new productions like "The Tiller in
the Fields."
'. Caught up in the spring season of
the New York City Ballet at Lincoln
Center is John Taras, who shares ballet
master duties for the company with
George Balanchine and Jerome Robbins. From the May 1 opening night to
July 1, the company is performing a
repertory which includes "La Sonam–
bula," "Apollo and the Muses," "Watermill," "The vienna Waltzes." Back in
mid-March, one of Mr. Taras's works
was performed by the Bemhard Ballet
at the Riverside Dance Festival, held in
the theater of the Riverside Church in
Manhattan.
' Andrei Kulyk, teacher for senior
dancers at the High School of Per–
forming Arts in Manhattan, spent
evenings and weekends during March
dancing with the Joffrey Ballet at the

"irk Hellinger Theatre. He tells me
that he had "a pretty hefty role" in the
ballet "Petrouchka."
' Folk-dance entertainment at two
Long island dinners held early this
spring was provided by the Osenenko
Ukrainian Dancers of St. viadimir's
Church in Hempstead, N.Y. One occa–
sion was sponsored by the Nassau
County Chamber of Commerce at the
Salisbury Country Club in East Mea–
dow, N.Y. The other was the annual
dinner-dance of the Byzantine Church
of the Resurrection in Smithtown, N.Y.
9
Stephanie Evanitsky and herMul–
tigravitatiohal Aerodancc Group jetted
off to Europe on May 10 for a twomonth tour that will include stops in
Yugoslavia, Rumania, Scandinavia,
the Netherlands, Switzerland and
France. The group's unusual air dan–
cing will undoubtedly find as much
acclaim in Europe as it has on the North
American continent.
! The Festival of Russian Dance
which 1 saw at the Nassau Coliseum on
Long island a couple of months ago had
a week's run at the Beacon Theater in
Manhattan in April. Times dance critic
Anna Kisselgoff concluded (as 1 had)
that this company had obviously been
assembled for foreign tours. Summing
it up as "a good family show," she
pointed out that this kind of program
"should not be confused with the true
(Continued on page 10)

Chicago Tribune
(Continued from page 8)

chemical and wouldn't eat," he said.
"But other times, we could not.
"it was done to try to break us - to
get the political prisoners to change
their views. 1 had a firm belief in the
righteousness of what 1 stood for and
that, combined with my deep faith in
God, allowed me to sustain anything
and everything."
Near the end of his prison term, Mr.
Moroz was transferred to the Serbsky
institute for Forensic Psychiatry, it was
believed the Russians intended to have
him declared insane.
Twenty-three American senators
wrote a letter of protest. The next year,
Mr. Moroz's name was included in a
letter Andrei Sakahrov, Soviet dissi–
dent and Nobel laureate, wrote to
President Carter asking for his interces–
sion on behalf of 15 political prisoners.
Before Mr. Moroz was flown to the
United States, he was taken to Moscow
for a final meeting with the authorities.
in that session, they not only revoked
his citizenship but took away 122
notebooks containing a novel, a book
about vasyl Stefanyk, Ukrainian writ–
er, several short stories, satirical essays
and personal observations, and the
notes he had managed to scribble with
the stub of a pencil in the margins of
newspapers during his days in solitary.
"When 1 refused to leave without the
material, 1 was forcibly carried to the
car and driven to the airport," he said.
"The fate of my manuscripts is more
important than my own. They contain
more of me than you see in front of you.
І believe they were not destroyed, and І
shall continue to try to get them back."
Mr. Moroz disclosed that he did
smuggle out two short pieces and a
second novel. He has begun work on an
article about his flight to New York City
titled "Nine Hours in Empty Space."

his right hand closed into a fist and be
gently pounded the table top in empha–
sis as he said: "My conviction that
Ukraine will be free is not a principle,
but a conviction based onfirmfaith that
is
equivalent to religious faith.
"My conviction that Ukraine will be free is not a principle,
"For us. lsrael is a shining example, if
but a conviction based on firm faith that is equivalent to
a people scattered across the world
religious faith."
managed to return to their Promised
Land, we Ukrainians should be asham–
Yakiv, 75. The Russians have said his willingly leave Ukraine, a country of 50 ed if we could not follow suit."
family would be allowed to leave their million people, "the occupying forces...
There have been small acts of Ukrain–
home in ivano-Frankivske in two will have to be removed by bayonets." an resistance, such as observing nation–
During an interview one week later. al holidays and singing forbidden songs,
weeks.
he said, and the Catholic Church,
banned in 1945, continues to fight for
independence, especially a group called
"Pokutnyky" which feels its mission is
to liberate Ukraine.
Ukrainians have beenfightingfor state" and formed a government with
"Every priest has spent some time in
independence since the 9th century. the idea of waging war against the
jail and one out of every three families
They achieved it in the Kiev State USSR.
has had a member in jail at some time,"
between the 9th and 14th centuries,
But the Nazis arrested the leaders
Mr. Moroz said. "1 would estimate that
again in the Ukrainian Kozak State of the Ukrainian independence effort
half of the prisoners in Soviet camps are
from 1648 to 1783, and more recently and imposed a merciless occupation
Ukrainians.
in the Ukrainian National Republic, of their own, taking over Ukraine's
"1 know a priest. Father vasyl Ro–
at the end of World War 1, when rich agricultural, coal, iron ore,
maniuk, who was charged with antiRussia was defeated and the tsar was steelmaking and hydroelectric reSoviet agitation for saying American
overthrown.
sources and facilities.
embroidery yarn was better than Russi–
The UNR lasted only from 1917 to
After the Nazi defeat, Ukraine
an yarn.
1920, when the Soviet Union incorp– once again was made a part of the
"And 1 know a woman, Nadia Svitly–
rated Ukraine, it ultimately became Soviet Union. The Ukrainian Repu–
chna, who spent five years in a camp for
(in name) one of the 15constitutent blic is a founding member of the
sending
me books and another prisoner
union republics of the USSR.
United Nations, although its vote in
warm underclothes."
Few Ukrainians were happy with the U.N. is dictated by Moscow.
He is concerned about Levko
that arrangement, however, and
Ukraine includes most of the
Lukianenko and Oleksiy Tykhy, foun–
many continued to press for indepen–
ders of a Ukrainian organization to
dence. Joseph Stalin's Communists largest industrial area of the USSR,
implement the 1975 Helsinki human
subjected them to punishment rang– has more than 50 million people, and
rights agreement. Both men are in
ing from deliberate starvation to extends from Poland and the Car–
pathian
mountains
to
the
foothills
of
Mordovian camps, and Tykhy is in the
mass executions. ,
the
Caucasus
bordering
on
the
Midhospital following a hunger strike.
When Hitler invaded the Soviet
die
East,
it
is
the
Soviet
Union's
chief
"Ukrainians in the free world must
Union in 1941, many Ukrainians
find a way to irrigate the spiritual desert
thought they were being freed from wheat-producihg region.
Moscow has created." Mr. Moroz said.
Ukraine is geographically larger
Communist rule. The Organization
"Those who are in the United States
of Ukrainian Nationalists proclaim– than France, and embraces such
already are two stories higher by being
ed the "restoration of the Ukrainian historic cities as Kiev and Odessa.
free."

He has been unable to contact his
family his wife Raisa.42; his son also
named Yalentyn, 17; and his father

At a press conference one day after
his arrival in the United States, Mr.
Moroz said that if the Russians did not

The background
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Moroz meets with Miami Ukrainians

Panorama...
(Continued from page 9)

art of such pioneers in the Soviet
Union's professional folk-dance field as
igor Moiseyev and the late Pavel
virsky." Writing about the company in
the New York Post, Clive Barnes said
that "at first sight it might look like the
Moiseyev Ensemble or Pavel virsky's
Ukrainian troupe...but appearances can
be misleading. This Russian Festival is a
kind of supermarket of Soviet folktheatrical dance."

Young musicians' concert
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Church in Manhattan on April 22. it
was Easter Sunday, a glorious day in the
church calendar, but for parishioners
who had gathered from all over New
York, Long island and even as faraway
as vermont it was гйоге than that. They
knew that the Divine Liturgy, broadcast
live from the church by the voice 'of
America, was being heard at that very
moment in Ukraine.
The Liturgy was conducted by Archbishop Mark, the very Rev. volodymyr
Bazylevsky and the very Rev. Serhiy
Neprel. They were assisted by Archdea–
con volodymyr Polishchuk, subdea–
cons George Bazylevsky, Alexander
Neprel. and Pavlo Ostroverkhiw, and
altar boys Bohdan Bazylevsky and
Terence Solomon.
Adding majestic beauty to the occa–
sion was the singing of the church choir
under the direction of Prof, vasyl
Zavitnevych. Solo portions were per–
formed by Hanna Sherey, Eugenia
Turiansky, George Fedoriw, Olena
Zamiaty, Alia Grbgul and Sophie
Pershyn.
victor Cooley, a radio journalist with
the voice of America in Washington,
estimated that the broadcast was heard
by "a minimum of 4 million Ukraini–
ans in Ukraine" as well as others living
in Poland, Yugoslavia and around the
world.
Fragments of the Liturgy and the
voice of soloist Hanna Sherey were
broadcast during а УО A news program
later that same day.

' Five lovely young ladies garnered
applause and compliments for their
impressive performance in a concert
held March 25 at the Ukrainian lnsti–
tute of America. Presented by the New
York branch of the Ukrainian Music
institute of America, the recital includ–
ed pianists irene Pelech and Laryssa
Krupa, violinist Melanie Kupchynsky,
soprano Svetlana Tonkoschur and
mezzo-soprano
Natalya . Chudy–
Husiak.
' Prolonged applaused and bravos
followed the performance of Saint–
Saens' "introduction" and "Rondo
Capriccioso" by 17-year-old MissKup–
chynsky, a student at the Manhattan
School of Music. Remarked pianist
Thomas Hrynkiv to a by-stander. "This
little girl is terrific...l've heard her
before." Miss Chudy showed herself to be a
real trouper as well as an admirable
singer. Though suffering from a strep On the village green
throat, she gave a beautiful perfor–
mancc of the "Уоі che sapete" aria from
' Easter Sunday in the East village
Mozart's "Le Nozze de Figaro" and brought throngs of worshippers and
followed that with an aria from Gluck's sightseers to East Seventh Street for the
"Orfeo" and folk songs by Ukrainian annual "hahilky" rituals outside St.
composers Stetsenko, Lysenko and George Ukrainian. Catholic. Church.
Stepovy.
Dozens of youngsters in Hutsul and
Fine performance were also given by western Ukrainian costumes sang as
Miss Pelech, Miss Krupa and Miss they circled and moved through age-old
Tonkoschur, who sings with the Man– dance patterns taught to them by Daria
hattan Opera Company.
Genza. One of the most colorful num–
Accompanist for the singers and for bers was that performed by two sixMiss Kupchynsky was Kalena Chichka– year-old youngsters - Lida Gnoj and
Andrienko, president of the UM1 Mykhas Ruhashowski - who walked
branch in New York, who also capably along a bridge formed by the tightly
handled emceeing duties for the pro- clasped arms of their friends.
gram. Stephania Nahirna, Oksana
Kuzyszyn and Oksana Lucky assisted Hnizdovsky works on display
with arrangements for the concert and
the reception which followed.
' The works of Jacques Hnizdovsky,
including three books illustrated by the
artist,
— "Poems of John Keats,"
From New York, with love
"Poems of Samuel Taylor Coleridge"
ф
Sunlight gleaming behind stained- and "Flora Exotica"' were on display in
glass windows and candlelight glisten– New York City at the Pratt Graphics
ing on silken banners and ecclesiastical Center Gallery from April 19 to May 14.
vestments gave a special glow to St. The exhibit was titled "Printmaking in
volodimir Ukrainian Orthodox Modern American illustration."

Taking advantage of their trip to New York City, the members of the Assumption
of the Blessed virgin Mary Ukrainian Catholic Church choir of Miami, Fla„ visited
the UNA building in Jersey City on May 4 and were given the opportunity to meet
valentyn Moroz. The choir, directed by Ted Maksymovich, greeted Mr. Moroz
with a resounding "Mnohay a Lita." Mr. Moroz said that he was happy to be able to
meet Miami Ukrainians, especially youths, who have preserved their Ukrainian
heritage. Photo above shows Mr. Moroz with a group of the parish's choir.

Nackoney gets Penn Relay award
P H I L A D E L P H I A , Pa.

-

At

the

85th annual Penn Relays Carnival held
here April 26-28, Walter N. Nackoney
was presented with a Penn Relays watch,
by James P. Tuppeny, Penn Relays
director and head track coach at the
University of Pennsylvania.
Mr. Nackoney was honored for 30;
years of service as chief inspector, field
judge and timer. He has also offici–
ciated at ІС4А. NCAA and AAU
championships in past years.
The Penn Relays dinner held at the
University Museum was attended by
many track and field figures including
Dr. Leroy Walker, U.S. Olympic track
and field coach. Also present was
sportswriter Anita verschoth whose
current article in Sports illustrated
described the Penn Relays as t;,e outstanding relay meet in the United
States. Over 7,000 athletes competed in
this year's relays.
As a Temple University track man,
Mr. Nackoney set a record in 1936 in

Г

winning the Junior National indoor
Championship in the 3,000-meter stee–
plechase event. He was among thequa–
lifiers for the final U.S. Olympic team
try-outs held in New York City prior to
the 1936 Games in Berlin.
Mr. Nackoney is a member of UNA
Branch 239 in Philadelphia. His father,
Nicholas Nakoneczny, 91, is a member
of Branch 163 and has been a UNA
member for 75 years.

HELP WANTED
WELDERXMECHAN1C
Stainless steel fabrication shop. Heliarc
welding experience required, with
knowledge of layout. Steady, full time
employment, good working conditions
and excellent salary.
Call Lloyd Dawt. (201) 988-0909.
MASTERCRAFT STA1HLESS
Asbury Part. N J .

Ukrainian Savings and Loan
Association
SERVES THE PUBLIC I N NUMEROUS WAYS:

Chomko seeks county coroner seat
SCRANTON, Pa. - Edward J.
Chomko. a Scranton native who manages a funeral home at 262 Railroad
Ave. in the Bellevue section of the city,
is a Democratic candidate for the office
of coroner of Lackawanna County, Pa.
The son of Margaret R. Chom–
ko and the late Joseph E. Chomko, he is
associated in business with his uncle
Nicholas Chomko in South Scranton.
Mr. Chomko is a member of St.
viadimir's Ukrainian Catholic Church
in Scranton. the United veterans Asso–
ciation. Mid-valley Oldtimers Asso–
ciation. West Scranton Lions Club,
county, state and national funeral
directors associations, the American
Ukrainian veterans Association of
Lackawanna County, where he holds
the office of managing treasurer and
UNA Branch 144.
As graduate of St.' Patrick's H"igh '
,v ' '. ,'.v -. - -,v.–. -.-.',',v.'.v

School in Scranton, Mr. Chomko
attended Lackawanna Junior College
and is a graduate of the extension
system of Penn State University. He
received his mortician's certificate from
the Simmons School of Embalmingand
the. College of Mortuary Sciences,
Syracuse, N.Y., where he graduated in
the top 3 percent of his class in the study
ot pathology, anatomy and sanitary
sciences.
Mr. Chomko is a vietnam veteran.
having served two years in the 1st lnfan–
try and the 101st Airborne divisions. He
is the holder of the Purple Heart and the
recipient of three Bronze Stars, two for
valor, while serving in vietnam.
He is married to the former Jean Ann
Pascoline Kowalski of Taylor. Pa., and
the couple has two children. Jeanine
Marie and Edward 11.
''The primaries will be held May 15.

1. ENCOURAGES savings and pays the highest allowable interest on passbook
and certificate account
j
2. OFFERS mortgages as well as passbook loans with terms to suit your budget
3. PROviOES banking services, such as Money Orders, Travelers Cheques,
Direct Deposit of Social Security Checks, 1RA Accts, etc.
4. SUPPORTS educational and civic efforts of the Ukrainian community.

Our full-time, experienced, staff is ready to serve you!
BANK1NG HOURS: Monday through Thursday. 9:00 a.m. Friday: 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.,

UKRAINIAN SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
1321 W. Lindley Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 19141
Tel.: 329-7080; 329-7081
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Palatine Ukrainians stage
song and dance festival
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Troy group to sponsor
song, dance program in Cohoes
by Alia Heretz

The likraina dance ensemble.
P A L A T 1 N E , ill. - On S u n d a y ,
April 8, the Palatine community was
treated to an exciting performance of
U krainian song and dance at the Fremd
High School auditorium. The concert
was titled Ukrainian Arts Festival.
This was the first such concert given
by the c o m b i n e d efforts of all the
Ukrainian organizations in Palatine.
The concert was sold out prior to its
opening and the final count showed that
660 persons were in attendance.
The afternoon provided the n o n Ukrainians in attendance with an in–
sight to the traditional Ukrainian
dances and songs which still live on
despite the severe Russification. The
majority of the performers were under
the age of 25 and most were born
outside Ukraine. Their dedication to the

preservation of the rich cultural heri–
tage of Ukraine is not only commend–
able, but inspirational.
The concert was opened by Jaroslaw
Sydorenko, who gave a brief introduc–
tion about Ukraine, stating that it is an
economically rich country enslaved by
Communist rule. Dr. Myron Kuropas,
former assistant to President Carter
Ford, then introduced Robert Gus Jr.,
Palatine village president, who deliver–
ed greetings and commended the Ukrai–
nian community for its activities.
The concert began with Dnipro, a
mixed choir organized in 1976 as a
result of the effort put forth by the local
branches of the Ukrainian American
Youth Association (SUMA) and the
Organizaton for the Defense of Four
(Continued from pate 11)

"Tryzub" to hold 3rd golf tourney

"Zorepad"
TROY, N.Y. - The Ukrainian Arts
Guild of Troy, is presenting a program
of Ukrainian s o n g s and dances on
Saturday, May 19, at 7:30 p.m., in
Cohoes High School Auditorium, Cohoes, N.Y.
Taking part in the program, titled
"Echoes of Ukraine," will be the dance
ensemble "Zorepad" under the dircc–
tion of Roma Pryma Bohachevsky of
New York City, with music by Sashko
Kosenko; guest dancers Slavko Wirlo,
S l a v k o P e t r y k , M y r o n K o v a l and
Andrew Cehelsky of Rochester, N.Y.;
and the vocal duo"Svitanok" of Halyna
and Donna Waverchuk of Montreal
who will be accompanied by bandurist
Roman Bociurkiw.
"Zorepad" consists of 40 local dan–
cers who have been studying under
Roma Pryma Bohachevsky for the
past three years. The dance-study
program has been made possible
through a grant from the New York
State Council on the Arts.
The ensemble has performed during
the past years at the Festival of Nations
of Troy, Albany and Schenectady. the
Arts Samplar sponsored by the Albany
League of Arts, the international Arts
Festival sponsored by the Office of
General Services where it received first
prize and at other community affairs.
Also, two independent programs were
given at Hudson valley Community
College Theatre.

Winners of last year's Ukrainian golf tournament sponsored by the Philadelphia
Ukrainian Nationals: (from left) John Osadchuk (closest to the pin), Peter Dydyn
(low gross). Bohdan Anniuk (accepting for Lubomyr Luzniak. low net). Gene
Zyblikewicz (longest drive) and Emil Krych (most honest golfer).
P H I L A D E L P H I A . Pa.

-

The Phi–

ladelphia Ukrainian
Nationals
"Tryzub" is holding its third annual
Ukrainian golf tournament.
Once again arrangements have been
made to conduct this event at the Eagle
Lodge Golf Club. Lafayette Hills. Pa.,
on Saturday. June 2. beginning at 9:30
a.m. Golfers are asked to be at the club
by 9 a.m.
The entry fee of S25 will cover greens
fees, golf cart, lunch and trophies,
interested golfers should register no
later than Mas 26 and make checks
pavable to: Bohdan Anniuk. 624 van
Kirk St.. Philadelphia. Pa. 19120.(215)
72Х-64І0

Trophies will be awarded after the
luncheon for the following: low gross
(first and second places), low net (first
and second places), closest to the pin.
longest drive and most honest golfer.
Last year's event attracted 35 goliers
from five states on the East Coast. All
Ukrainian golfers in the United States
and Canada are invited to participate
in the annual event.
The tournament committee cornposed of Mr. Anniuk. Roman Mycha–
lewskv and lhor Chyvowych is making
all the preparations so that this year's
tournament is larger and better than
ever.

Mrs. Bohachevsky has here own
ballet studio in New York City and also
teaches ballet in Newark. N.J. She is a
noted Ukrainian ballerina and choreo–
grapher, having begun her studies in
Lviv. Ukraine, and having completed
them at the A c a d e m y of Music in
vienna, Austria. She performed cxtcn–
sively throughout Europe, Canada and
the United States. She has had great
success in staging recent productions of
"Cinderella." "Kvit P a p o r o t i " and
"Peer Gynt."

The guest dancers, Messrs. Cehelsky,
Wirlo and Petryk and the musician, Mr.
Kosenko, were organizers of the suc–
cessful
production "Evening with
Ukrainians" at Cornell University
which was televised on the local station.
They performed as guest dancers at
various programs including the Garden
State Arts Center Festival; the Christmas Show at the Radio City Music
Hall, and also in Philadelphia, Balti–
moreand Washington, D.C. Each guest
performer teaches or taught Ukrainian
folk dancing at Buffalo, Rochester and
Auburn.
The Waverchuck sisters, have been
singing since early childhood. They
performed professionally at numerous
religious, cultural and social functions
including the annual show "Man and
His World" in Montreal, Que., the
annual Ukrainian festival at Dauphin
and others. Halyna Waverchuck dircct–
ed the youth chorus at St. Sophia's
Cathedral in Montreal.
Mr. Bociurkiw will accompany "Svi–
tanok" on the bandura, an ancient
traditional Ukrainian stringed instru–
ment.
Tickets arc available at the Com–
munity Box Office, Colonie Center,
telephone 458-7530; Kolody and Hope
insurance Co.. 455 Third St., Troy,
N.Y.. telephone 274-2345. and will also
be available at the door on the night of
the-performance.
For further information, call Alia
Heretz at 456-2119 or Daria Yaku–
bowvez at 346-6066.

TYPEWRITERS
UKRAINIAN. ENGLISH І
OTHER LANGUAGES
Complete line ol office machines equipment
and furniture Repair, rentals
J. SACHS
119 W. 23rd St.. New York. N.Y. 10011
(Between 6 S 7th Avesl
(212)243-8086
Open daily till 6:30 p.m.. Sat till Ь:ЗО p m

s e s s o o s s e o s o s o c o e o o o e o e o e o o s e o e o c e e e e e0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 1 І

V E R K H O W N A . Glen Spey, N.Y.

UKRAINIAN DANCE CAMP
FOR YOUTH AGES 8 - 1 6

from August 5 - August 18,1979
Under the direction of ROMA PRYMA-BOHACHEWSKY
Program will consist of Ukrainian dancing, ballet, arts S crafts and sports
Registration until! May 3 1 , 1979
For further information contact:
R. B0HACHEWSKY. 523 East 14th Street. New York. N.Y. 10009. Ttl. (212) 677-7187
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Ukrainian art museum in Chicago is "rewarding experience"
The article below appeared in the gave the community a design that its
Sunday. April 22, edition of the Chica– own craftsmen could complete.
go Sun– Times, ft was written by archi– The institute founding, purpose was
lecture reporter Christian K. Laine.
to advance contemporary Ukrainian
art, created after its large, briefly
CHICAGO, HI. - A visit to the west sovereign country was annexed by the
Side's Ukrainian neighborhood is one Soviet Union in 1922. The idea of an
of this city's more rewarding cultural "art in exile" paints a romantic vision of
experiences. Any visitor will be struck what the institute has become. Such
by its well-kept appearance - a wel– noted Ukrainian painters as Hnizdov–
come oasis amid grim urban sprawl. sky and Andreenko, whose works are
The neighborhood's success stems from better known in Paris, Rome or vienna,
the Ukrainians' work and their commit– have been brought to. Chicago. The
ment to the city in which they live. And institute also exhibits the work of many
this Sunday being the Ukrainian Orth– Canadian and American artists of
odox Easter, it is perhaps an appropri– Ukrainian descent. By any definition,
ate time to recognize this community's this is a major Chicago cultural facility.
invaluable example for city preserva–
Today, the institute is expanding in
tion and neighborhood revitalization.
an even more encompassing direction:
the curators and the community view
The Ukrainian institute of Modern the institute as a more purposeful
Art remains the community's finest and institution for Chicago cultural life. As
most compelling contribution to Chica– its founder, Dr. Chreptowsky, suggests,
go. The institute, founded in 1971 by "We are presenting contemporary art,
Dr. Achille Chreptowsky, has acquired not just Ukrainian work, and promo t–
international recognition as a leading ing modern art education and apprecia–
Chicago art facility both for its small tion to the city of Chicago." He feels the
permanent collection of Ukrainian art institute is contributing to a larger
and sculpture and for its frequent scheme of things and, it is hoped, will fill
modern art shows. After seven short in cultural activities as other art muse–
years, the institute obtained a new and ums have not done.
larger building at 2320 W. Chicago Ave.
This month, in particular, the insti–
in a storefront remodeled by architect
tute opened its doors to an important
Stanley Tigerman.
Chicago show. The exhibit, "Abstrac–
The design for the new institute is tionists from Chicago," is a beautiful,
simple and straightforward, respectful– sophisticated showing of this city's
ly addressing the context of the neigh– abstract painters and sculptors, curated
borhood The all-white stucco facade, by Devonna Pieszak. Anyone familiar
with a thin narrow gray strip, curves with Chicago art will know that this
and undulates. Most attractively, Mr. show offers a polemical counterstate–
Tigerman retained the building's Sulli– ment to the prevailingly non-abstract
vanesque ornament positioned at the scene, which is a coup for the small
top of the facade, (is it mere coincidence institute.
that these Sullivan-inspired ornaments
But this exhibition is not just an
compliment many traditional Ukraini– important Chicago show. The idea that
an folk art motifs?) inside, the building it takes place in a quiet atmosphere of a
opens to a well-denned, modest space. local neighborhood is even more signi–
The interior is small, but the way it ficant. it is a courageous act to create an
works architecturally makes it tntrigu– art facility with such a high profile so far
ing. Most important, Mr. Tigerman from the Michigan Avenue beaten path

Archdiocesan Catechetical Commission
establishes goals and structure
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. The
fourth session of the Archdiocesan
Catechetical Commission was held on
April 25 here at the chancery office.
Attending the session were: Msgr.
Russell Danylchuck, director of the
ACC; Msgr. Joseph Fedorek, the Rev.
John Stevensky, the Rev. Raymond
Revak and the Rev. John Syrota,
CSsR. Sister Anthony Ann represented
the Basilian Sisters. Sisters Helena,
Dorothea and David represented the
Sister Servants. The Rev. Marion
Kawola, OFM, the Rev. .:aroslavCirko
and Mother Andrea. MSMG. were
unable to attend.
Representing the Stamford eparchy
as observers were Msgr. Peter
Skrincosky. Msgr. John Squiller
and the Rev. Basil Juli. They were
invited, upon approval of Bishop Losten of Stamford, to become full mem–
bers of the ACC. it was recommended
that the Chicago eparchy be invited to
become an active member of the ACC
in order to assure complete representa–
tion of the Ukrainian Catholic metro–
polia.
Msgr. Danylchuck informed the
commission that its official office will be
located at 805 N. Franklin St. The office
will serve as a resource center. All
catechetical material will be collected
and ,dijjse^iupate,d from this office.
The lengthy discussion periods cen–
tered around three areas: the goals and

objectives of the ACC, the structure of
the ACC and the appropriation of funds
and the establishment of a budget.
in preparation for the commemora–
tion of the millenium of Christianity in
Ukraine, the ACC has established as its
main goal the development of a com–
mon catechetical directory for the
Ukrainian . Catholic . Church. The
ACCs immediate short-term objective
is to develope catechetical programs
best suited for the particular needs of
the Ukrainian Catholic Church in the
United States.
Although realizing the broad scope of
cathecesis, the ACC will be tentatively
subdivided into four areas of immediate
catechetical needs: adult education,
youth ministry, resource center and
catechetics.
To solicit support from the clergy of
the metropolia, a summary of the goals
and objectives of the ACC will be
presented at the June sessions of the
priests' retreats. This will take place at
St. Josaphat's Ukrainian Catholic
Seminary in Washington, D.C.
For a broader representation on the
committees of the ACC an appeal is
being made to the laitv of the metropo–
lia.
The next session of the ACC is
scheduled for June 26. AH correspon–
dence should be addressed to: Msgr. R.
Danylchuck,. director, ArChdiocesan
Catechetical Commission. 805 N.
Franklin Si. Philadelphia. Pa. І9І21.

- and then to make it work is astound–
ing.
The entire facility is supported by the
Ukrainian community. To date, the
museum has not received funds from
the city or from the National Endow–
ment for the Arts. Financial assistance
from the Hlinois Arts Council has been
minimal
The institute has no paid staff — not
even a secretary, it functions with
volunteer help from the community,
with programs guided by the expertise
of Dr. Chreptowsky and curator Wasyl
Kacurovsky. This is an important urban
model, one which should delight and
inspire. Chicagoans.
Despite its location, busloads of
tourists, organizations and schoolchil–
dren arrive regularly. People of broad
interests and areas are venturing out,
and, needless to say, students of urban
planning come to gape at how this
cultural facility operates.
Another recent contribution to the
neighborhood is the Ukrainian Catholic
Church of Ss. volodymyr and Olha,
built in 1973 by architect Jaroslav
Korsunsky at Superior and Oakley.
This church is easily identifiable be–
cause its gold-gilt domes brilliantly

highlight the horizon, while at ground
level, its exquisite mosaic gleams and
radiates on the west facade.
The mosaic was commissioned by the
neighborhood to commemorate 1,000
years of Christianity in Ukraine, a
celebration that will take place in 1988.
The mosaic, completed last year de–
picts the baptism of Grand Prince
Yolodymyr and the Ukrainian nation
and is the work of craftsman Boris
Marenko from New York.
inside, the church has been illumin–
ated, floor to ceiling, in Byzantine
frescos by the icon painter lvan Diky
and his assistants. The frescos make this
little church a splendid jewel of space
and light. Anyone interested in the
ancient art of Byzantine painting can
watch the 83-year-old Mr. Diky on his
scaffold, completing the ceiling frescos
in the atrium, it is a labor of love.
І go back to the Ukrainian neighborhood periodically because of its cultural
atmosphere and its location. To me, the
neighborhood is a rich urban asset for
its people's vision. This sense of art and
urbanity in a delightful community
setting of human scale suggests what
kind of city Chicago can become.

Ottawa students hold cultural exhibit
OTTAWA, Ont. - A three-day
cultural exhibit featuring different
aspects of Ukrainian history, folklore,
literature, religion and linguistics was
held April 3-5 by the Ukrainian Acade–
mic Club in the University of Ottawa
center.
The exhibit, titled "Three Days in
Ukraine," was composed of five major
booths which included a large area
displaying Ukrainian cultural artifacts:
embroidery, ceramics, wood-engrav–
ings, paintings, religious icons, pysanky
and a selection of Ukrainian national
musical instruments.
Several hundred scholarly booklets
and articles donated to the UAC by
Prof. J.B. Rudnyckyj, on a wide range
of Ukrainian-related topics by wellknown Slavic, English and European
authors, were distributed along with in–
formational leaflets on the dissident
movement in Ukraine supplied by the
Committee for the Defense of valentyn
Moroz of Montreal, Que.
A demonstration of Easter egg decor–
ation by Lesia Laschuk of Ottawa was a
popular attraction for the students.
Other exhibits displayed various

Ukrainian library texts, encyclopedias,
literary anthologies, grammar books,
art books and religious materials which
emphasized a different theme each day.
Slide and film presentations on the
cities of Ukraine, the life and work of
the celebrated Ukrainian Canadian
artist William Kurelek, the meaning of
pysanky decorations and the history of
Ukrainian emigration to Canada were
shown at regular intervals, while num–
erous colorful informational bulletins,
pictures and photographs illustrating
the historical and cultural treasures of
Ukraine in greater detail were pro–
minently located throughout the dis–
play area.
University of Ottawa student re–
sponse to the "Three Days in Ukraine"
exhibition was so overwhelming that
the organizers, lhor Cap. Yaroslav
Harchun, volodymyr Holm, Lesia
Laschuk, Oksana Piaseckyj and Jaro–
slav Pinczuk, said they intend to
improve the exhibit next year with the
addition of live Ukrainian music and
dance ensembles and a booth, for the
sale of Ukrainian artifacts.

SECOND естом КІЕУ: 1TS ORlGiN AND DEvELOPMENT (473 1973)
Booklet (large t i n ) 52.00.
H1ST0RKAL CLASSlC. (Banned by tsars and committart -

now in English translation!)

T H E B O O K OF YLES. 140 p. (toft cover) 58.00
First edition of above. 80 p. (taw copies Ml) S4.00
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Branch 104 of the U.N.W.LA.
cordially invites you to their

SPRING DANCE
May 19, 1979 at 9:00 p.m.
in the

Ukrainian National Home, іад second Avenue. New York City
Orchestra: TEMPO
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Admission: J6 00
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(Continued from page 2)

strikes he was force-fed by intravenous
from Lviv University. Arrested in 1965 injections, he added.
at the age of 29, he was sentenced to four
After the second hunger strike, he
years for anti-Soviet agitation. Nine said, an effort was made to have him
months after his release he was arrested declared insane; he credited protests in
again on the same charge and sentenced the United States and Canada by
to 14 years in what he termed concentra– Ukrainian groups with having saved
tion camps.
him from being transferred to a prison
Asked to describe his almost 14 years for the insane. "Psychiatrists in the
in prison, he said: "imagine a small Soviet Union tell you plainly that
.room with the temperature 33 degrees having different political views is reason
below zero Centigrade outside. There's enough to be considered insane," he
always frost on the walls inside and you said.
have nothing but a thin prison uniform.
He said his health was shattered
You can't sleep because of the cold. during his years in confinement and he

(Continued from page 2)

"Firm belief in the righteousness of
what you stand for..." he said, "com–
bined with deep faith in God, makes you
withstand anything and everything."
Mr. Moroz, a history and geography
teacher, was convicted of "anti-Soviet
agitation and propaganda" for his
books and articles.

He had to be forced from his cell last
Friday because authorities wouldn't let
him take 122 notebooks he had written
in over nine years of imprisonment, he
said.
Holding a photograph of his 17-year–
bld son that he said helped sustain him
in pris"", he said he was waiting for his
family to join him in America. He was

"The number one task for the free world is to abet the
processes which undermine the power of the empire
which is Moscow."

As examples of how that law can be told his wife and son would come in two
interpreted, Mr. Moroz said the Rev. weeks, he said; he heard through others
vasyl Romaniuk, was charged (among that they only learned of his release and
other things) with saying that yarn sent "deportation" through the voice of
from America was better than Russian America.
yarn, and Nadia Svitlychna, who spent
Asked why he was worried about
After days of no sleep, hallucinations lost almost 30 pounds. "1 was a weight- five years in Soviet prison, was charged them, Mr. Moroz said in English, "1
set in. The KGB doesn't have to resort lifter before 1 went to prison," he said, with sending warm underclothes to
know the Soviet order."
to physical torture to make a person do holding up his thin arms. "You think І
women political prisoners.
what he wants."
can do anything like that now?"
Zenon Snylyk, an editor with the
Mr. Moroz arrived in the United
Mr. Moroz said he was beaten fre–
He said he thought he would be more States last Friday with four other Ukrainian association, served as inter–
quently by guards and was once set effective championing Ukrainian inde–
preter.
upon and stabbed severely by a non- pcndcncc in the West - he has been prisoners, human rights activist Alek–
Walter Sochan, Supreme Secretary
sandr Ginzburg; a Baptist Ukrainian
political prisoner.
offered a lectureship at Harvard Uni–
minister and two Jewish dissidents who of the association and one of the three
versity and expects to accept it - than
association officials who met Mr.
have since gone to israel.
- in 1974, he related, he was in KGB in the Soviet Union.
Mr. Moroz said he will take a posi– Moroz in New York City last Friday,
Camp No. 1 in the Mordovian Autono–
Mr. Moroz's family - his wife Raisa,
said he fled from the Soviet Union 30
mous Republic southeast of Moscow, 43; their son valentyn, 17, and his father tion with the Harvard University Ukrai–
years ago and his talk with Mr. Moroz
and when the authorities refused to Yakiv, 75, are in Ukraine, and as of nian Research institute, learn English
has convinced him "the Russians
transfer him to a facility in Ukraine he today he has been unable to communi– and publish a novel and other writings
went on a hunger strike for almost five cate with them since his release. Offi– he managed surreptitiously to get out of haven't been able to brainwash the
people."
months. Three years later, while at the cials of the Ukrainian National Associ– the Soviet Union.
same prison, his notebooks were confis– ation said they were told by State
cated and he was denied visits by his Department officials that close relatives
family. Because of these measures, he of Mr. Moroz and the other released Perm State students participate in Slavic festival
said, he went on a second hunger strike, dissidents still in the Soviet Union
STATE COLLEGE, Pa. - The Penn
The students were also asked to
this time for 68 days. During both would be allowed to emigrate soon.
State Ukrainian Club participated in present another demonstration of the
the university's annual Slavic Day art of pysanka-making. Their previous
Festival recently.
demonstration, held a week earlier, had
Club members under the leadership been a great success.
of lrene Koda, vice president, dressed in
The Ukrainian. Club planned to
traditional Ukrainian costumes and hold a semi-formal dinner and dance at
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. - The singing of "Khrystos voskres."
sang Ukrainian folk songs. An exhibit the home of Eugene Taschuk in cclebra–
Mr. Hawryluk, the president of the
members of the newly formed Ukraini–
of Ukrainian artifacts was also pre– tion of releases of valentyn Moroz and
an American Society here observed society, was the speaker of the day. He pared.
Pastor Georgi vins.
Easter according to the Julian calendar emphasized the importance of deve–
by participating in a joint dinner at the loping the new organization and called
home of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Haw– on all the members to work hard "in
building the Ukrainian American So–
ryluk on April 22.
Traditional Ukrainian Easter foods ciety into something that Daytona
were prepared by Eudokia Kowal and Beach and vicinity will be proud to
acknowledge."
Paraska Hawryluk.
News of the dinner appeared in the
The dinner began at 2 p.m. with a
BEAUT1FUL ESTATE or THE UKRAlNiAN NAT10NAL ASS'N
Daytona
Evening News on April 24.
prayer, a traditional toast and the
I N THE ROLLING CATSK1LLS NEAR KERH0NKS0N. N.Y.

"To be able to endure prison life in the Soviet Union you
must be a strong personality and know what you want - 1
want an independent Ukraine."

Hold traditional Easter dinner in Florida

NOPLACE L1KE SOYUZlYKA!

SOYUZIVKA

it's the best place to be for a sunny, enjoyable vacation!

Palatine...

Make your reservations now - for a week, or two. or three.

(Continued from page 11)

Freedom for Ukraine. Directed by
Jaroslaw Stefaniuk, the choir is dedi–
cated to developing and preserving
Ukrainian musical heritage in the
United States.
. Considering the fact that the choir
has only been in existence for a short
time, it has performed at many concerts
and festivals in the Chicago area as well
as in lndiana. The choir's appearance
was enhanced by the Ukrainian em–
broidered shirts worn by the men and
the dresses worn by the women. The
dresses were replicas of 17th century
wear from the Trans-Carpathian region
on Ukraine, designed and sewn by Anna
Kulchycky.
The two other performing groups
appeared through the courtesy of
SUMA.
The youth choir "vatra" established
in 1966 and has grown through the years
to now include 90 youths ranging in age
from 10 to 18. Among its members are
Ukrainian youths from Palatine. The
choir is currently directed by Oksana
Ferens, a former student of the Ukraini–
;-an Mn'sic-'ln'stirine:' Newark. N.J. - ' "
- "

.–

"vatra." which is acclaimed for its
rich repertoire of Ukrainian songs has
travelled extensively throughout the
United States. The highlight of its
existence was the performance in
Washington, D.C., during the Bicenten–
nial celebration of our country.
The dance ensemble Ukraina capti–
vated the audience with its lively and
exciting interpretations of Ukrainian
folk dancing, it performed in tradi–
tional dress from the Carpathian and
east central regions of Ukraine. The
group's choreographer is Evhen Lit–
vinov, who studied ballet and folk
dance in Odessa. He received widespread recognition as a dancer in
Odessa, Kherson as well as for his
performances with the Pavlo virsky
Dance Ensemble of Kiev.
The group's repertoire included a
medley of dances from the Carpathian
mountain of the east central region of
Ukraine.

Exquisite natural surrounding, renovated rooms, home-made recipes. 8 tennis courts.
voHeybafl courts, Olympic sire swimming pool, entertainment, sports, special weekend concert
programs

Tennis Camp
JUNE 23 to JULY 3th
BOYS and G1RLS age 12 -18

Children's Camp
(FOR YOUNGSTERS age 7 to 11)
G1RLS - JUNE 2 3 to JULY 7. 1978
BOYS - JULY 7 to JULY 2 1 . 1979

Ukrainian Cultural Courses
JULY 2 2 to AUGUST 1 1 . 1979

Folk Dance Workshop
AUGUST 12 to AUGUST 2 5 . 1 9 7 9

Address

1 J01N THE UNA
l
-

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ESTATE
Kerhonkson. N.Y. 12446

--:

т

.---.-?.-.-v.-.--.v.'.-J'.

Tel:: (914)626-5641
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Мати
— Хто тебе так щиро любить,
і вбирає, і голубить,
і кладе у постіль спати?
— Мати.

Black Sea Sharks

With summertime almost upon us
again and the weekendritualsof beachgoing are set to begin, the Піт industry's
reminder about the existence of sharks
may have scared many of our readers
away from the water. While many
readers are aware of that man-eating
predator's exploits off the coasts of
North and South America, Africa or
Australia, not many of you may know
that sharks also lurk beneath the waves
of the Black Sea.
No, the great white shark, featured in
the popular movies about the under–
water scavenger, does not terrorize the
Ukrainian shoreline. However, a cousin
of the great white shark does swim in
Ukrainian waters. The dogfish, or
"kaftan," "koliucha akula" or "sobacha
akula" in Ukrainian, inhabit the waters

of the Black Sea in great numbers.
"Akula" is the Ukrainian word for
shark.
Dogfish often travel in schools and
are disliked by lshermen because they
destroy other small fish and fishing
gear. Dogfish aie small compared to
other sharks and they rarely reach six
feet in length.
Their fins are extemely sharp and
have been known to cut human flesh
like knives.
in the spring the dogfish swim into
the bays around Odessa and easily get
caught in fishermen's nets. The fishermen are not pleased with a catch of
dogfish because that species of fish is
not among the more tastier. The dogfish
liver is used for oil and its skin is
sometimes used for fertilizer.

Ілюстрації Юрія МА ТУ ШЕВСЬКОГО

Галя MA ТУ ШЕВСЬКА

КАЗКА
ПРО

ГРИБКА

ЖОВТУ ШАПОЧКУ

— Хто стеріг тебе від злого,
відмовляв собі усього,
щоб тобі це все подати?
— Мати.
— Хто тебе узяв за руку
і до школи на науку
вів, щоб розуму навчати?
— Мати.

То були люди, але про них грибки ще нічого не
знали. Вони думали, що ввесь світ — це те, що вони
бачать: зелений ліс, клаптик неба і рої
різноманітних комах, з якими грибки жили у згоді.
Зажурила тата ця вістка. Зморшки вкрили
його, і вже - не виблискував на ранішньому сонці
його оксамитний бриль. Та й мама збентежилася,
але діткам батьки нічого не сказали, щоб не затьмарити журбою їхнього дитинства.
Минали дні, і здавалося, що біда вже
проминула. Аж ось одного ранку щось сильно
зашурхало в кущах і якісь голоси близенько
обізвалися: „Ах, які гарні! Бери іх до кошика!"
Старий гриб здригнувся. Над ними стояли дві
дівчини.
— Це мої! Я їх перша побачила! — сказала
гарна чорнява дівчина з довгими косами. І в ту ж
мить ухопила двома руками тата, маму й обидві
сестрички.

Two billy-goats
and two nanny-goats
by Mykhaylo Kotsiubynsky
illustration by O. Kulchytska

1
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ї ш mkr1

— А я маю найкращого! — вигукнула друга
дівчина, забираючи Жовту Шапочку.
Він уже був чималенький, виріс на стрункого
гарного грибка, неначе козака.
І так опинився Жовта Шапочка в кошику. Там
Once upon a time, a white billy-goat
уже лежало чимало подібних до нього грибів. Були and black billy-goat walked up and
там молоді, були і старші, але тата й мами не було. down opposite sides of a stream. Both
Вони Потрапили в кіш другої дівчини.
billy-goats, wanted,lo .get.acros.i.io the
(Продовження буде)
-.-'.'.
ifomihtieAooWiistrwv -ч--.'–
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WORD JUMBLE
Things associated with a prominent Ukrainian dissident
The jumbled words below represent 11 objects or names associated with a promi–
nent Ukrainian dissident. The names can be identified by rearranging the letters.
Letters underlined with a double line form the mystery words.
GNOBREMOA
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The dissident's birthplace:
Answers to previous word camouflage: Haras, Jasinsky, Hetmansky, Kono–
topsky, Soroka, Fur, Tatarsky, Ostrowsky, Papiz, Moroz, Mak, Snlhurowych,
Chomanczuk, Diakiw, Chomko, Zacharko, Tamawsky, Jula, Shcwehuk, Bulrcy,
Pawliw, Zorych, Shewchuk, Diakiw, Hewryk, Hardink, Woloshyn, iwasyshyn,

Sunday, May 13, is Mother's Day.
Do something nice for your mother.

Bohuta The Hero

Two billy-goats...
(Coatinned from page 14)
other side. Both of them approached the
narrow stone path across the stream at
the same time, and both of them set off
to cross the stream at the same time.
The white billy-goat did not want to
wait until the black one passed, and the
black one refused to step aside for the
white one. They arrived in the center
and, refusing to budge, began fighting
for the right to continue to cross the
stream.
Two nanny-goats were smarter when
encountered by a similar predicament.
The two nanny-goats met along a
narrow path. On one side was a deep
precipice and on the other a tall cliff.
One: nanny-goat could pass by easily,
but there was no room for two.
They stood there looking at each
other and thinking about the situation.
Finally one nanny-goat knelt down and
curled up against the side of the cliff.
The other gingerly stepped over its
friend, who got up and went on its way
once they were dear of each other.

vm.

Story: Roman Zawadowycz
ЇХ РОЗДІЛ:

БУДІВНИЧИЙ

illustrations: Petro Cholodny

CHAPTER 1X: THE BU1LDER

Покер у ІСясві КНЯЗЬ ВОЛОДНмир, і Ярослав засів на батьківсмеому престолі.

Як не стало в живих і старого
хана печенізького, сказав молодия хан: — „Візьму собі Київ!"

Чародій Бадмарак низько вклонявся: „Хане світлий, велика в
Вогути сила, і київські лицарі - герої!"

Prince volodimir died in Kiev,
and Yaroslav ascended hie father's
throne.

When the old Pechenig Khan
died also, the young Khan said:
"1 will tnke Kiev for myself!"

Badmarak, the magician bowed
low: "Magnificent Khan, there ія
great strength in Bohuta, and the
Kievan knights іч . heroee!"–

'..
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The Washington Post
(Continued from page 1)

accept. The Soviet authorities didn't
deliver the letters of invitation to his
cell.
On Tuesday,. Mr. Moroz will visit
Harvard to discuss his future. He said
he intends to accept Harvard's offer.
During a three-hour interview, Mr.
Moroz kept his letter from Harvard
President Derek C. Bok in front of him,
occasionally picking it up and gesturing
with it.
it is a stiff letter, unremarkable
except for one detail. "1 hope you will
give this invitation serious considera–
tion and look forward to hearing from
you," Mr. Bok concluded and then he
took the letter to a notary public who
testified that the letter was no cruel joke
being played on Mr. Moroz.

Moroz with a sharpened spoon, cutting
open his stomach. Mr. Moroz, like
other former political prisoners, says
that prison authorities incite criminate
to attack political prisoners in Soviet
jails.
in the labor camp, Mr. Moroz spent
much of his time in solitary confinement
for refusing to recant his writings on
Ukrainian nationalism.
He didn't break, Mr. Moroz said,
because of his belief in the correctness of
his position coupled with his faith in
God.
"Any ideal must be combined with
belief in God," Mr. Moroz added.
What gives him pleasure are any
indications that the dissident movement
in Ukraine is growing. Mr. Moroz said

Ukrainian dissidents in the 1960s
stressed maintaining their language and
culture, Mr. Moroz said, with no
clear-cut program for political indepen–
dence. in the 1970s, political activity has
mushroomed and independence is now
an openly proclaimed demand, he said.
He looks to the Ukrainian communities
in the free world to spur the dissidents
on. "Moscow has created a spiritual
desert in Ukraine. Those in the free
world must do the irrigation," he said.
Mr. Moroz plans to begin his writing
in the United States with an article on
his trip from the Mordovian labor camp
to the United States, which he is think–
ing of titling: "Nine Hours of Empty
Time" for the 9-hour flight during
which, Mr. Moroz said, "it was noon all
the time."
He is also hoping for news of his
family and of his 122 notebooks con–
"Moscow has created a spiritual desert in Ukraine.
taining the books and articles he wrote
Those in the free world must do the irrigation."
in prison — nine years of work — that
were taken from him by the KGB before
they put him on the airplane to the
Mr. Moroz intends to continue his proudly that 50 percent of the political United States.
political work. "1 hope Harvard will prisoners in the Soviet Union are
it has been impossible to get a
understand that it is of the utmost Ukrainians.
telephone call through to his wife since
Almost everyone Mr. Moroz men–
importance to me to work for the
he arrived here, although the U.S.
human rights movement and for the tions in conversation is in prison, part of
government has said that families of the
Ukrainian national movement," he a major crackdown in Ukraine that
five freed political prisoners will be
began in 1972. All of the prisoners have,
said.
allowed to join them within a few weeks.
Mr. Moroz first was arrested in 1965 Mr. Moroz said, "stood up." He expects
Mr. Moroz also wants his 17-year-old
for possessing underground literature more and more to follow in their
son whose photograph Mr. Moroz said
called samizdat in Russian, but as in all footsteps, but he can cite few incidents
"helped me tremendously to survive"
things Mr. Moroz rejects the Russian of mass protest of Soviet rule.
in 1956 during the Hungarian upris– and his 75-year-old father to join him.
for the Ukrainian word — samvydav.
But he has no idea when they will come.
He was sentenced to four years at hard ing and in 1968 when the Soviet Army
Mr. Moroz is even more angry about
crushed the. Czecho-Slovakian liber–
labor.
his notebooks. He refused to leave
He returned to Ukraine upon his alization, Mr. Moroz said, some Ukrai– Moscow's Lefortovo Prison without
release and wrote three essays on nians thought - and hoped - that a them, but the KGB men picked him up
Russian attempts to suppress national general European war would break out. and carried him to the car that took him
identities inside the Soviet Union "People in western Ukraine went into to the airport.
during nine months of freedom. Then the woods. They were ready to organize
"Those manuscripts contained more
he was rearrested and tried in secret guerrilla warfare," Mr. Moroz said.
Ukrainians hold clandestine services of me than what you see in front of
proceedings for his writings. His sen–
you,"
Mr. Moroz said. Once before in
tence was six years in special prison, of the banned Ukrai niarx Catholic his prison career, Mr. Moroz had his
three years in special camp and five Church, Mr. Moroz said. Others show manuscripts taken away. When he
years of exile. (He didn't serve the exile their dissent by setting their watches to refused to leave without them that time,
before being freed with four other London time in symbolic rejection of he was beaten and carried to a car.
political prisoners last week in exchange Moscow's time and rule.
Eventually, however, his manuscripts
for two Soviet spies convicted in New
were returned to him.
sac
Jersey, and he joked that "1 hope Mr. r
mc
Mr. Moroz's writings have inspired
Brezhnev will serve that for me.")
FARLEY M O N U M E N T S
many Ukrainians inside and outside the
in prison he was put in a cell with two У
"NOW SERVING"
U Soviet Union, but he makes it clear that
criminals, one of whom stabbed Mr.
the works of another writer - Taras
T H E HOLY SP1R1T
,
Shevchenko, the 19th-century poet
ffiaHHrTwr-B-tr-tt"n-a!"tt-tt–ian П'ігіг вдгвгу-іг-ігіба.д..пгп
UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC
whose statue stands in Washington,
CANADA'S NAT10NAL UKRA1N1AN FESTivAL, 1NC.
D.C., erected by the Ukrainian Ameri–
CEMETERY
can community — inspire him.
August 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 1979
li for information and Appointment
When Mr. Moroz is asked whether he
У
JOHN R. FARLEY
ever has any doubts that Ukraine will
CAMPBELL HALL, N.Y. 10916
someday be independent (.its only
Telephone: (914) 294-5381
vestige is a seat at the United Nations —
controlled by Moscow ) he smiles and
m Entries will be accepted up to August 2nd. 1979.
says he likes the question because it is
m Judgingjrophies and Prize Monies Awarded August 3rd. 1979.
particularly meaningful to him.
a Pysantra Cnairtody ПЖ HRYTSAY and wchairlady mrmrWORECHUK. "My belief and conviction that
ANNUAL MEET1NG
І
m Ukrainian Ritual Breads Chairlady DOLORES GALBRA1TH.
Ukraine will be free is not a principle —
Branch 100, Annual Meeting. May 20. І
Ш Applications for Rules. Regulations and Entry forms may be requested by writing to:
it is a firm faith which is equivalent to a
1979 at 2 p.m 39th New Hampshire; Pool
Building. Gary, lndiana - Esther Cebak.
religious faith. The works of Shev–
Canada's National Ukrainian Festival
ч
Secretary.
chenko are the source of that profound
119 Main Street South a Dauphin. Manitoba, Canada R7N 1K4
faith."

fought its way into Ukraine and ousted
the government in the summer of 1920.
"The No. І task is to abet the weaken–
ing of the empire," Mr. Moroz said. The
"empire" is not from "Star Wars," but
refers to the rule by the Soviets who
have controlled eastern Ukraine since
1920 and western Ukraine - where Mr.
Moroz was born — since it was given to
them at the Yalta Conference in 1945.
The dream of independence is shared
by many of the 2 million Ukrainian
Americans, it is the official policy of the
Ukrainian National Association and
the Ukrainian Congress Committee of
America and their faith in eventually
having a free homeland apparently
accounts for the excitement that has
greeted Mr. Moroz in their community.
"1 expected to be greeted warmly, but
what has happened is beyond my
wildest dreams. There was a volcano of
emotion," Mr. Moroz said.
The Ukrainian American community
doesn't get into many headlines, but it is
large, prospering and relatively co–
hesive.
The Ukrainian National Associa–
t ion's headquarters here is one of Jersey
City's tallest buildings, it has 88,000
members, publishes a daily and a
weekly newspaper and has assets of S40
million.
With pride, Ukrainian American
organizations proclaim the death of the
"melting pot." The suppression of
Ukrainian identity in the Soviet Union
only strengthens their desire to keep the
Ukrainian language, culture and tradi–
tions alive in the West.
The community runs Saturday
schools that teach six hours of courses
on the history, geography and literature
of Ukraine in Ukrainian.
in 1974, the Ukrainian American
community became the first American
minority group to fund chairs at a
university. Ukrainian Americans have
raised more than S3 million which has
been given to Harvard to establish a
Ukrainian Research institute
and
endow three chairs, in Ukrainian his–
tory, language and literature.
Since 1974, Mr. Moroz has had an
invitation to join the institute although he was in no position to

EASTER EGG "PYSANKA" AND UKRA1N1AN
R1TUAL BREADS CONTEST
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1979 Schedule of Tennis
Tournaments at Soyuzivka
The tennis committee of the Association of Ukrainian Sports Clubs
in North America (USCAK), headed by Roman Rakotchyj, Sr., met at
Soyuzivka Saturday, April 7, and, after consulting with the estate's
manager Walter Kwas, set the following dates for the 1979 tour–
naments:
' July 7-8 - USCAK-East championships in all age groups
' August 4-5 - Doubles,men's, women's, and mixed pairs
' August 31-Scptember 3 - USCAK Nationals in all age groups.
Advance registration by August 22
' September 15-16 - UNA invitational, 16 men, 8 senior men
' October 6-7 - KLK Club tournament
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